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Area residents
protest proposed
incinerator site

Phoio by Sean Ettcms

Bouncing baby
Laura Miller, a graduate o f the univers ity from Rich mond, playe d with her baby girl.
January Eve M iller, while her husband practiced golf shots on the Model Laboratory

Recreation Field. Weekend temperatures in the 60s brought out many people to
soak up the sun and have a little fun.

By Lisa Frost
News editor
Several hu ndred Rich mond area
residents packed into the Bluegrass
Army Depot's cafeteria T hursday and
denounced the Army's proposed nerve
gas incinerator.
At the hear ing. which w as called to
get public comment for a required environmental impact statement. Army
officials presented the plan to build a
$42 million i ncinerator to destroy "obsolete" M55 nerve gas rockets at the
depot. The depot is located five miles
south of Richmond.
"As the weapon becomes outdated
and unusable it must be destroyed
safely." said Richard Roux. systems
manager for the USA Toxic and
Hazardous Material Agency.
Roux assu red the resid ents the plant
would be sa fe.
"We are not proposing to move
other rockets to the depot for
disposal," he said.
According to the Army. nerve gas is
considered to be one of the most lethal
weapons in existence.
The gas works by interfering with
the human ne rvous sysle m affecting
a victim's eyesight, muse le coordination, breathin g and heart rate until it
causes death. often with in minutes.

Bribery trial resumes Monday in Circuit Court
By Thomas Barr
Editor
Almost on e year after charges were
originally fil ed. Mayor B ill Strong and
Richmond-M adison High School principal Monty Joe Lovell will again
•land trial Mo nday in Mad ison Circuit
Court.
In the original indictment Mayor
Bill Strong and then Richmond City

Commissione rs Monty Joe Lovell and
Mike Brewer were charged March 3,
1983, with b ribery of a p ublic servant.
Dudley
"Boots"
Hendricks,
Bellevue and May field elementary
school principal, was indicted and
subsequent! y charged w ith the felony
count of aiding bribery of a public
servant.
Lovell was defeated in h is bid for re-

election to the commission last
November by a wide margin. Brewer
lost his bid for re-election in the
primary.
According to the indictment, the
city officials allegedly agreed to accept
a sum of money in return for a
favorable vote to extend local bar
hours until 1 a.m.
The proposal to extend drinking

hours was ten tatively app roved by the
city commission March 2. 1982. but
failed in a 3-2 vote two w eeks later.
Brewer and Lovell vote d to extend
drinking hours at the second meeting
while Strong a nd Commis sioner Thurman Parson s switched their votes
from the first meeting.
According to the indict ment Monroe
Brock, owner of the Maverick Club.

WKU to 'explore issue'

Western to conduct campus bar poll
By Lisa Frost
News editor
The availa bility of ale ohol appears
to be a common topic on college
campuses and Western Kentucky
University s tudents will be polled in
April to dete rmine if they want a pub
on campus th at would se rve beer and
wine.
According to Jack Smi th, president
of Western's Associated Student
Government, an establish ment of this
sort would k eep students from driving
after going into town to drink and it
could be a small source of added
income to the university.
Smith said he felt such action would
be a measure to insure the safety of
university students.
"We wanted the poll to pursue the
issue of student interest. We need
response from the students," said
Smith.
"We're not advocating drinking and
we are not taking a stance." he said.
"We're goin g to poll the students and
see if the in terest is there. If it isn't,
then there i s no need to pursue it."

Smith said he doesn't feel he is in a
position to g uess the ou tcome of the
polling, but judging by letters to the
editor of the campus new spaper, The
College Heights Herald, the response
could be negative.
"When the issue first c ame up last
month, there were six letters to the
editor oppos ing the idea. and I expect
there will be more in the next issue,"
he said. "Some people are really
opposed to it and took an active stand.
It may be th at those in f avor of it are
just more quiet."
According to Ron Beck, assistant
dean of stude nt affairs at Western, the
school has a p olicy prohib iting the use
of alcohol on campus.
"Student government is free to
explore issue s and they' re exploring
one right now," he said.
Beck and Smith both said most
students be lieve there i s a state law
prohibiting t he sale and use of alcohol
at state-fun ded univers ities.
Smith sai d he discov ered that the
law prohibits alcohol sal es on public
property and only a state attorney

Periscope

10.11

general's opin ion classifies the campus
as public property. However, except
for cases of op en records a nd meetings
that opinion does not carry force of
law.
Kentucky Revised Statute IKRS)
244.020 states that drinking or being
under the influence of alcohol in a
public place is prohibited, but the
statute does not stipula te whether a
university cam pus constit utes a public
place and there is no law in the KRS
that prohibit s the drinkin g of alcohol
on state prop erty, specifi cally a state
university.
Accordin g to John W. Crimmins,
malt-beverage administrator for the
Alcoholic Be verage Con trol Board, if
students can get the approval from
university o fficials. the control board
could allow t he sale of be er on campus.
"There is no question in my mind
that if we apply and meet the
requirements we could ge t our license
(to sell beer)." said Smith.
He said no details wou Id be worked
on until after the polling, such as who
would be allo wed into su ch a pub, the
operating ho urs and the f act that most
of the campu s residents are under the
legal drinkin g age of 21.
Smith said he feels con fident of the
program's s uccess, if it is something
students want.
However, a lcohol on ca mpus in the
form of a pu b is not som ething this
university see ms to want, according to
a poll taken last year by the Student
Association on the subject.
Annette Ohlmann, president of
Student Association, said the poll

revealed that 65 percent of the
students did not favor the sale of
alcohol on campus.
"There may have been a problem
with the wo rding of the poll question
because the w ay it was wo rded it made
it sound like p eople were breaking the
law," she said. "But there hasn't been
another poll taken becau se there are
too many complications to selling
alcohol on campus."
"If you talk to any administrator
I 'm sure the y will tell yo u most of the
students at the univers ity are under
the drinking age and there are
problems with the set up," said
Ohlmann.
She said s he learned from Smith
that it could be possible through a
series of public hearings and court
trials to allow the sale o f alcohol on
public proper ty because i t is a university policy an d not a law.
Ohlmann s aid the most support such
a case could receive would be court
precedent of the same is sue at other
universities.
According to Dr. Doug Whitlock,
executive ass istant to uni versity President, Dr. J.C. Powell, alcohol is
"prohibited b y regulation'' and he said
he doesn't fee 1 anyone co uld change a
policy that d oesn't allow the sale of
alcohol.
"It is a philosophical question
whether or n ot higher education has a
business in alcohol sales," said
Whitlock.
"I don't think this issue would be
accepted if i t was put to a vote of the
administrators," he said.

and Richard Langford. owner of the
Mark V Loun ge, and Art Payne, owner
of House of Liquors, were allegedly
solicited for b ribes by H endricks on
behalf of Stro ng. Lovell and Brewer.
The indictm ent also said the alleged
acts were com mil u-d betw een January
and March of 1982.
At the sam e time Jame s Worley. the
former city manager, was charged
with a first d egree misco nduct charge
for allegedly ordering local police to
harass three local establishments
which sell liquor.
According to the indictment. Worley
went beyond the bounds o f his position
of city manager when he requested an
hourly surveillance on the Maverick
Club and the Mark V Lounge, two
local nightspots.
A trial date has not been set in connection with this charge.
Before th e trial of t he four was
scheduled to start in June of 1983.
Hendricks a nd Brewer p leaded guilty
(See STRONG. Back Page)

The Army disclosed at this timi
there are 70.000 rockets containing 10
pounds of nerve gas sach.
The rocket s would be d isposed of in
two parts. First the rocket and then
the chemical would be destroyed
Roux said II million pounds ol
lethal chemicals had been destroyed
without damage to surroundings in
plants similia r to the one proposed for
the depot.
Hill Rice, owner of Hill Rice Insurance Agency, was the first of
several speakers to present his argument agains t the incine rator.
Rice, as did many of the speakers
recalled a 19 79 accident at the depot
that created a noxious cloud whil h
caused Interstate 7,'i to be closed
temporarily.
"In the past most of the neighbors
of the Bluegrass looked nt them llhe
Armyl as a good neighbor with little
fear, considering all the ammunition
and chemicals stored here.'' he said
"This has all changed I t changed in
August of '79 when 45 of my
neighbors ended up in the hospital
because of a toxic smoke that they
were exposed to.
"And that toxic smoke came from
the smoke pots that were burned on
this depot.
"I don't see how we can expect in
live here without wondering if it's
(what the Army tells the residents!
true or if it's false.' he said
"We live in the garden spot of the
world and I. for one. don t want to see
that changed."
Rice read from a newspaper story
about the Army report on the acci
dent, which said the depot failed to
follow required safety procedures and
endangered th e lives of ma ny Madison
Countians. He said reporte rs were able
to get the rep ort only afte r request ing
it under the federal Freedom of Infor
mation Act.
Betty Cox . former edit or ol Madison
County Newsweek, said she was told
by the Army about the 1 979 accident
that '"Hell, that's not our cloud
According toCox. it look two weeks
- for the Army to admit t he cloud did
"belong to them."
Charles Hracelen Flood. Rich
author and farmer, said he wanted r
note a danger with ti-chn n
"I want to point out 'hat no matter
what technology you have evi
best machines will go W rong.
"These me n are asking ustopul our
lives and our children's lives in their
hands in the immediate future."
(See CITIZENS. Back Pagel

Departments to undergo name changes
By Thomas Barr
Editor
Two departments will adopt new
names beginning neat fall if the Board
of Regents approve their proposals in
Ha April meeting.
The departments of political science
and mathematics approached the
Faculty Senate recently about
changing their department titles.
. Ti* Department of Political Science
raosrwd the senate's approval Jan. 16.
.1964, to change its name to the
Department of Government.
: 'TsaefcaUy. we have three major
programs in our department," said Dr.
Terry Busson, chairman of the
department "We want more visibility
for the departments."
• Currently, degrees in political
science, paralegal science and

paralegal studies are offered by the
department.
Busson said the department decided
to ask for the change partly because
many other universities have similar
titles.
"Part of the deliberation asked if we
were way out of line in asking for the
change." said Busson. "But s lot of
other universities have government
departments."
He said even though the title will
change, nothing else will be altered.
"We just changed the name, not the
programs.'' said Busson.
At the neat masting of Faculty
Senate on Feb. 9. the Department of
Mathematical Sciences requested iU
name be changed.
The new title, if approved by the
regents, will be the Department of

Mathematics.
Statiatica
and
Computer Science, according to Dr.
Donald Batch, dean of the College of
Natural and Mathematical Sciences.
"The department felt that it waa
having difficulty, particularly in the
area of statistics because it is such s
variable area of where is may be
located within various universities."
said Batch. "If a student or faculty
member off-campus was asking who to
go to about statistics, they wouldn't
know for sure that it waa in the math
department."
Batch said the big advantage will be
the ease of identification for the three
programs.
"We're not adding any new courses
or new programs." said Batch. "Its
just a means of better identifying
those departmental prefixes and

courses and programs."
Batch said other institutions place
programs like computer science in the
schools of engineering, agriculture or
business.
According to Batch, the change will
also help new faculty members who are
accustomed to their former schools
and would help them become more
familiar with the university in less
time.
Once the regents approve the
changes, they will become effective
immediately; however, students won't
see too much of a difference before
next spring
"The fall schedules are already made
up. so students won't see too much of
a difference for about a year." said
Batch.

Photo by S#jn Flliini

University cheerleader Kim Kidd. caught a quick bite to eat earlier this month while
waiting for the Eastem-Morehead State University basketball game to begin
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Incinerator idea
for Army depot
bad for county
The vote is unanimous Madison Count> residents are
against the construction of a nerve
gas incinerator at the LexingtonBlue Grass Army Depot.
However, the citizens' vote may
not be enough to thwart the
Army's proposals.
According to Army figures, the
depot, which is five miles south of
Richmond, currently houses over
70.000 M-55 rockets, each containing approximately 10 pounds of
nerve gas.
The Army would like to build
three incinerators in Alabama.
Oregon and Kentucky to go along
with a similar disposal plant
alreadv in operation in Tooele.

But more importantly, the
politicians of the state are against
such a proposal.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins was
jumping around his district last
week and denounced any plans for
the disposal plant.
"Madison County is not going
to be made the dumping ground
for chemical weapons." said
Hopkins to both the crowd at the
public meeting and at his earlier
meeting at the courthouse.
Mitch McConnell. the current
county judge/executive of Jefferson County and candidate to
unseat
U.S.
Sen.
Walter
Huddleston. was also against such
a site.

Utah.

"Local residents have to live
with
the
knowledge
that
dangerous chemicals are stored
perilously close to their homes and
families. ' said McConnell. And the
plan "poses an unacceptable
danger to the families near the
depot and a potential danger to
the entire state."
With so much negative response
to the plan, it is hoped that the
Army will take this into consideration and forget about building
such a structure.

Such a structure would cost at
least $42 million and would
employ 167 people when it is built
by 1989
The increased employment is
the only positive note about such
a disposal plant.
However, the negative points
far outweigh any positive ones
produced by more jobs.
As several residents pointed out
at the public meeting Thursday,
the depot hasn't had the best of
relationships with Madison
County.
According to Bill Rice, an
insurance agent. 45 residents were
hospitalized for exposure to toxic
smoke emitted by the smoke
stacks at the depot.
In 1980. it was discovered that
S9 rockets had been leaking nerve
gas
And in 1982. sensors detected a
higher-than-normal reading of
nerve gas being emitted byrockets at the depot.
All this points to one thing ■- it
would be unsafe and unhealthy to
build
a disposal plant in
Richmond.
The public outcry was a definite
plus on the side of not only Richmond and Madison County but for
the state of Kentucky.

Granted, these rockets filled
with deadly chemicals must be
destroyed.
But there must be a better way.
To endanger the lives of people
living today and those that will
live in the future is senseless.
For once, the Army must listen
to the people of the community
and of the state and forego plans
to construct a rocket disposal
plant at the Lexington-Blue Grass
Army Depot.
Because of earlier incidents, all
of which were denied by Army
officials at the plant, over 40
people and two farm animals were
affected by minor gas leaks.
However, if the incinerator is
constructed, just think how much
damage a major leak would cause.

VIM

In other words
Writer not amused
You (Gary Andres) may have been
greatly amused by Becky Clark's
article on Greek organizations but 1
was greatly disgusted with yours.
First of all. being number one is not
ihe most important thing about being
in a greek organization. We (speaking
for the other Greeks, for 1 am sure
they will agree with met boast about
out.own group because we are vary
proud of it and believe in everything
we do together
We may say things about the other
sororities and fraternities but when it
comes to working together when
needed we gladly join in. Greek
organizations support this school
vbery much. When support is needed
the Greek organizations are always the
first to be called upon because they
know we will do our best to help in any
way we can
We do not need sweatshirts to tell
us or remind us which group we belong
to We simply wear our letters because
we are very proud of them. We do help
other people very much. Our organization helps those that need help more
than those that fall down on roller
skates.
Alpha Gamma Delta
contributes to J.D.F (Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation). These people
love and appreciate all the help we
provide I know that the other Greeks
have their own organizations that they
help also. So you see we can be
considerate and helpful.
Greek organizations are not
dangerous and delremental to young

freshmen. We are not carefree and
easy-going. Study
hours are
manditory for my sorority (and many
others) and getting drunk and being
obnoctious is looked down upon.
Young freshmen that join become very
responsible because each person has
certain things they must do. People
hold offices and have many responsibilities that must be taken care of.
If these people can't stand on their
own two feet and make a decision then
sororities and fraternitites aren't
nindering them but helping them and
teavhing them to stand up by
themselves
And one final point, if you aren't a
Greek then you rjally can't report and
make such statements, as you have,
because you don't know the inner
workings of these organizations. If you
weren't so unhappy being an independent, you wouldn't be cutting down
the Greeks.
As for not handling reality, please
explain to me exactly what reality is.
AMY SUZANNE BROWN

Students challenged
The student senate deserves credit,
not criticism, for its careful consideration of the resolution to change the
Scotia Disaster Memorial Scholarship
to a student service award.
It was necessary for the Senate to
spend three weeks of careful debate,
evaluation, and voting on the proposal
The students should be proud that
EKU Student Senate, is not a "rubber
stamp" senate, passing any proposal

Teachers deserve votes from students
students will have the chance to
honor the faculty member he or
she feels excelled in the area of
education.
Since the award was initiated in
1975 by the Faculty Senate, one
teacher has been selected from
each of the nine colleges at the
university.
Students will be able to vote for
one instructor that they feel
exhibit the most competent
teaching methods.
AU full-time faculty members
will be candidates for the awards,
except for those teachers who
have already won the honor.
Voting booths will be open until
6 p.m. in the lobbies of the
Wallace. Combs. Stratton and
Powell buildings.
Students should be able to set
aside just a few minutes to jot
down a teacher's number on a
ballot.
Some teachers, like students
put in long hours and they should
be commended for their work.
Plus. Dr. Nancy Lea-Rifle and
Dr. Martha Grise have
overtime in getting the
going again this year. And this Includes the others who worked in
various committees to assist the
smooth running of the award
process.
If all these people devote the
time and effort to such a

UWfcdJe.M.-Ad**''

Mommy, look at the toy I found

Vote set for Tuesday, Wednesday
The teaching profession has
received a lot of credit (or
criticism) for the poor educational
accomplishments by the students
of today
Bills have been passed in other
states and similar ones will probably be passed in Kentucky
forcing teachers to pass com
pentency tests before they receive
their certification.
This sort of requirement set up
to improve education is fine;
however, many people may get the
unrealistic impression that poor
teaching is the major reason that
little Johnny can't read or write.
With all this discussion, some
teachers may get a bit angry or
depressed.
However, at the university, all
students know there are some
quality instructors.
And on Feb. 28-29 students will
have the opportunity to vote for
their favorite faculty member in
the annual Excellence in Teaching
competition.
This school, like many universities, was started as a teachers'
college and is the state's largest
producer of teachers today.
In the school's Mission Statement is says that "the university
should continue to meet the needs
in teacher education in its primary
service region ...."
On these two days of February.

l»slim hvmntss

worthwhile project, why can't
students take a few minutes out
and vote.

But still, the student count
dipped to just 900 voters last year

and this is atrocious.
Come next Tuesday and
Wednesday, all students should
take a minute out of their busy
schedules and cast a vote for their
beat instructor.

without careful consideration.
The student Service Award Proposal
dealt with a substantial amount of
money: therefore the senators felt it
their responsibility to spend as much
time as needed to look at all aspects
of the proposal. There was no waste of
valuable time here. Spending three
weeks on this issue was necessary
After careful debate the senators
rejected
the
proposal
IHV.HI-I

I III \" ilnl ilcil fit-1 1 fir |)l'ii|xi^.il

u.i- i>> ill.- IH--I - interest ill .ill tlir
-lUlll I'l-

I'lii- Inn i|in viiun «..« whether Ihe
senator* were serving the Minimi*
\l\ ,in~»iT i-.in ini|ih,il ii Y<-! TinSenate is awesj-Nile In .ill students
Tlir student, senate bus un upen-tbatr
Bulky l"r nil students If -cuil.-iuhave .i ronrern "r kk'ii thej can ilrnp
In i !«• Henale office located in the
I'KUI-II Huililing
\l-ii the student
senate meet * every Tuesda) night at
(i INI pin ami am student may attend
ihe meeting*. Kurt her. I would suggest that the eilitnr should drop by
some time and see for himself what a
senate meeting is all about The Gripe
Line is another \ehirk- for students In
express their opinions If students
have an idea for legislation or a complaint they can call The (•ripe Line at
1721 The senate also conducts
grievance polls for students to convey
their interest to their elected
representatives.
If the students do not feel the senate
is acting in their best interest I
challenge them to meet us at the next
meeting and tell us about it. What we
need on this campus is more commitment, involvement, and dialogue and
less alciof criticism as was evidenced
in the /'rugrrxs editorial.
JOHN MARTIN

Numbers show proof
The
Interfraternity
Council
Executive Committee would like to
respond to the commentary written by
Gary Andres that appoaiod in the
Febuary 1C edition of the Progress.
Wa fsei that his opinion is '
statistics Mr. Andres stated that
and sororities are for
• t handle reality This

keaZ^TTw.

For more in formation or story ideas concerning:
News stories- contact Lisa Frost
Clubs sad organisations contact Mary Branham
Feature stories- contact Don Lowe
Sports news aad events- contact Thomas Barr
Arts sad entertainment- contact Andrea Crider
Photo ideas- contact Rex Boggs
All section editors can be reached at 1872

For other matters:
Advertising-contact _
Circulation- contact Bob
Call 1882 for these

Anderson
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proved I
toons not only on east eras
hot throughout tke United States.
Greeks define reality in terms of
service, not only to the campus but
also to the community we live in The
fathoming ttTtiritrt illustrate this
definition of reality: Tke EKU AllFratarntty grade point average baa
been consistently higher than IhsAfr
Mans average. On the same note the
AaVSerority average baa bean higher
i tke AaVWenoena averse*; EKU.
rlfcOOO
i for local aad i

companies were founded by members
of Fraternities or Sororities and finally 16 United States Presidents were
Fraternity men. including our current
President Ronald Regan.
Mr. Andres also ststed that
freshmen are immature. We feel that
freshmen are mature individuals attempting to adjust from a high school
environment to a college environment.
In fact Mr. Andrea we question your
maturity level for writing such a simple minded opinion.
ROB ROBINSON
JUDD DEVLIN
JOHN MARTIN
KENT HOWELL

Teaching style good
In response to the Letter to the
Editor of the Progress (Thursday. Feb.
91. concerning the teaching ethics and
integrity of Dr. Paul Blanckard. I am
responding with a clearly different
view.
1 do not feel that the measure of
quality teaching should be based
solely on the number of days an
instructor spends in class. Granted.
Dr. Blanchard hat some interest in attending conferences and seminars.
However. I don't feel they're for personal gain. For each seminar or con
farence Dr. Blanchard attsada, the
Political Science Pipsrtmsnt gains
more vital information to relay to
students.
Dr. Blanchard adds a practical view
to the teaching of the usually dry
political science material.
We have all had instructors who lee
ture verbatum from the textbook for
an hour. Dr. Blanchard. however, uses
everyday occurrences of the Ky.
General Assembly. U.S. Congress, or
the executive branch of government to
enhance the meaning and understanding of basic political science
fundamentals.
Dr. Blanchard is a compassionate,
caring instructor interested in the fur
thering of students education. A far
cry better than the picture painted in
the Fab. 9 editorial.
ROBERT N. ELLISTON

AlK r

> « supported

In regard to Gary E. Andres' rebut
tal to Becky Clark's haphazard and
feeble attempt to defend the Greeks of
Eastern Kentucky University. I wish
to voice the following: Bravo. Andres,
bravo.
*
Moreover. Becky Clark's shallow
and inept writing (skill?) was a ehock
tome Moreover.one wouMthink that
if the proud Greeks would take the
time to write a statement actually
defending themselves they would
choose some one capable c4 composing
a wall-written and well-thought out
•assy Oh well, practice makes perfect.,
Iguasa?_ ^
1
Wo all know how tough those'
freshman com position classes can be.;
but please. Miss Clark, spare us unfortunate
and
less
well-bred
I
!
rhetoric leftover from a failed

ln5S

ll» >■■■ *4 Ikr Mimli
Am !«*--■ !■■ I.
IMIW KrMortt I'M.HWt m

M

^*4

So, Mr. Andrea, keen up the fine
work end Maw O-hTphWu, not to
givsMr. Andrea aoinuchaaaaajaastion
to bombard you and your kind with
ths next time around.
M. STANFORD ROBINSON

1
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People Poll
By Alan White

Do you think the university should have coed
housing? Why or why not?

Photos by Rex Boggs
Widur. leader, asocial adeco-

Vineont Scott. Jnnior,
ana aaarekondUon. I
Yoa. It would create a more relaxed
atmoephere and atop people from
■tanking around. It would atop hard
feeling* about rulao being strict.

Yea. The biggsst benefit would be
we would relate better to male*. It
would be more like family.

JssLSsrtJsS

Aaay ItsBsaeood. Junior, aaodkal aoeietaot, UolevlBa
No It would eauaa more problem!
than wo already have.

Yee. But their would not be much
difference than now. It would not mattor to me either way.

Coral Cook.
CiadsaU, Otuo
Yea. I think it would be more
excitin* around the imivararty socially.

Paul Stamp*, aanior. commercial

Kelle,
McKolght.
Junior.
phylcWoioth. Laolaville
Yoa. Bocauaa it ia part of the "in"
thing. But it will not affect mo. I'm
graduating.

Dsni Cook, aaooaaaste. accounting.
Cincinnati. Ohio
Yoa. It would bo a good learning
experience But I would not live in a
coed dorm.

No. I really don't aee a roaaon for it.
It wo had coed housing there might be
more rules and regulation!

Suns*

• 1

^ I*"

The following cases were reported to
the university's Division of Public
Safety last week.
Feb. II:
Jef ferjr Eisaer of Richmond wai arrested
for the charge! of driving under the
influence of intoxicant! and for carrying a
concealed deadly weapon.
Moalea Dee Driiiiin of Richmond was
arrested for the charge for driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Charles Taylor of Todd Hall reported a
letter was taken from hia mailbox. The
letter reportedly contained S30 in cash.
Feb. 12:
7,. The fire alarm waa heard sounding in the
laundry room of the 700 block apartments
in Brockton. The fire department reapondsd

and determined that a child had pulled the
alarm.
Fob. IS:
Kkaserly Baeaseh of Lexington reported
thst two tires on her car were slashed while
it was parked in Daniel Boons lot. Total
value was given st 1100

Feb. 14:

William Embry reported the fire alarm
sounding in ths Coatee Administration
Building st 6:19 a.m. Ths firs alarm was
reported sounding two other instance! also.
The fire department responded to all three
calls, and determined it wss s malfunction
with the stesm pipes.
Stephen BWrfcaa of Palmer Hall reported
two stereo episksis stolen from his vehicle
while it wss parked on Kit Carson Drive.
Value was listed st SI 30.

Feb. 15:
Robert F. Hicks of Msttox Hall was
arrested for the the chsrge of public
intoxication.
Gregory Lee of Commonwealth reported
damage done to hit car while parked in
Commonwealth lot. Both the left and right
teilUghta ware broken out, there were scratches snd dante above the teil lights and ths
antenna wss bent. The value of the damage
ii unknown.
UaaKidweil of Walters H.U reported two
•westers, two belts and a wallet stolen from
her room. The clothing wss valued at SI 10
and the wallet contained $40 50 in cash.

^JM.

in three
short
months
Get right into law with intensive preparation
approved by the American Bar Association.
After completing the three-month program, you
can take your place as a legal assistant. It's
one of the fastest growing careers of the 80's.
•
•
•
•

Scot Behymsr s worker st ths Don
Combe Nststorium locsted in Alumni
Coliseum reported the smell of smoke. The
fire department responded. An investigstion revealed that trash was being burned
in ths Richmond dump, snd the wind was
blowing the smoke up to campus
Mike Dsrsey of O' Donnel I Hall reported
$20 in cash taken from his room.

Robert Msysbb of Ksene Hall reported
that his backpack and four textbooks were
itolsn from either room 209 or 216 Combe
Building. Total value wss listed st 198

By Angela McCord
Staff writer
Re-entry students can gain support
from the new co-counseling program.
offered through the Office of Student
Special Services.
"Co-counseling involved two people
-giving mutual support to each other."
said Gunaeli Tamkoc. staff associate
with the special services.
According to Tamkoc. people are
filled with hurt and problems, which
causes them to perform poorly.
"Co-counseling gives individuals the
opportunity to listen to one another
from the heart and awaken the deep
feelings in side." said Tamkoc.
The most important aspect of the
program ia that it allows people to
discharge their stored-up emotions and
energies, she said.
According to Tamkoc. co-counseling
can build a loving relationship and it
ia important that the participanta do
not socialize or develop romantic attachments outside of the counseling
session.
She said this destroys the cocounseling relationship; however, the
feelings should be discussed.
The progrsm is not designed for
participants to give each other advice.
The co-counselors function ss
sounding hoards for one another.
The program is aimed at re-entry
students, those full and part-time
students over sge 25. that have inter-

Feb. 18:
StephssMi Bsrrrmsa of Richmond wss
arrested for the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Teresa Arthur of Martin IIall reported I
car. belonging to Tim Thornsbery of Richmond, on firs on Park Drive. The fire
department responded, but the fire was
already extinguished upon arriving on the
scene. Value of the damage is unknown.

rupted their academic career for a
period of time and who need help adjusting, she said.
These students will be taught
co-counseling skills in 3 two-hour
sessions. After the re-entry students
learn the skills, they will be
encouraged to teach others.
If the progrsm is successful, it will
be offered to sll students, said
Tamkoc.
According to Tamkoc. co-counseling
allows people to solve their problems
by themselves with the help of the
right support.
She said it is s free non-professional
program that has met with success in
the Western part of the country, she
said.
It haa also met with some
opposition.
"I don't see how each of their
confidentiality could be preserved.
Counselors are bound by law from
disclosing confidential information,"
said Michael Elam. a counselor st the
university's counseling center.
Co-counselors are taught the
sacredness of confidentiality, said
Tamkoc.
"Profeasioinals are threatened by
this program. If it became widespread,
it could take away from their professions," said Tamkoc.
The workshops are scheduled to
start in early March or April with
times and places announced later.

THE DONUT BRAKE
Come After 8 p.m. And Get Donuts 2 For 1
8 p.m. Until 10 p.m.
5 am. Until 8 p.m.

-COUPON-

SO' OFF

Al

V

Cook

Co-counseling to aid
re-entry students
adjust to problems

Bachelor's degree or attorney sponsorship required.
Day and Evening classes available
Employment assistance
Classes conducted in Atlanta

JEWELERS

ANY ONE DOZEN DONUTS
ON MONDAY, TUESDAY, OR WEDNESDAY
EXPIRES FEBRUARY 22, 1984

t
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NEW

GOLD
A Beautiful Way
The esrrlnga are your only cost
Come In snd choose from our
wide selection

Meet us on Campus
Monday, March 5, 1984
Placement Office

9:00-5:00

FREE

(404) 266-1060
37

EAR PIERCING

z*

C-y
COMB*
rtKXW Day

ewnxg

The National Center for
Paralegal Training

Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Monday thru Saturday
Shoppers Village Shopping Center/Richmond. Ky./624-0277
Between Artelvs anH I G A

3414 Peachtree Road, N.E., Atlanta, QA 30326

•lost For One-sfust For Lunch
Ready in just 5 mlnutes-oryour next one's free.
Guaranteed: 1130 AM -1:30 PM Personal Pan Pizza available til 4 PM
Monday thru Saturday

'jjGSBEBB
FRIED CHICKEN
Looolly Owned And OBOrOtOd ■»
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Verne,. Ana Feye ~

Monday thru Saturday
Personal Ron Supreme
All you Con Sot Salad Bar

TENDER BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER
The Captain has a special value for you...his
Tender Bite Size Shrimp Dinner! An extra large
serving of delicious bite size shrimp, natural
cut trench fries,
creamy cole
i slaw, southern
1 style hush pup/ pies, cocktail
sauce and
Two tender fish fillets.
nolurol cut trench kiss
and 2 southern style hush
popp.es

Captain D'&i ^jj°lCaptain DV
, a grealllttle seafood place ■ SgJ^JgSL *

HMeTeamnimissm.

I

$2.98 .—.
^!■ $2.58^
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I

Expire* 3-15-84
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Strep warrants test Luy makes 2 years count toward 4
Everybody is worried about it but
who know* what it is. Why are
moms and doctors concerned about
h?
The prevalent attitude that I have
encountered is "I don't know what
it is but I don't want it."
The time is not far off for many
of our students "hen a trip to the
doctor for their children or
themselves to "make sure it isn't
strep" is going to cost them
S25-S50. Knowing a little more
about the disease would be prudent
for both health and pocket book.
Two general classes cf 'germs
cause sore throats
viruses and
bacteria.
Some examples of viruses are the
"flu." "mono' and cold They can
make your throat just as sore as any
bacteria, but medicine has very little
to offer to make you get better
faster You just have to wait for
your body to fight off the infection,
which it does remarkably well in
healthy individuals.
Bacteria
"germs" include
staphlococcus. pneumococcus and
streptococcus pyogenes If a
bacteria is causing a sore throat, it
is most often streptococcus
pyogenes. i.e strep.
In nationwide studies. 30 percent
of sore throats in children were
thought to be du<- to strep The
other 70 percent, therefore, were felt
to be caused by viruses.
Adults have an even lower
incidence of strep
At the Student Health Service,
about 10 percent of the throats
cultured show strep and we only
culture throats that look most likely
to be strep
Therefore, less than 5 percent of
people at the university complaining
of sore throat actually have strep
throat
"So what! Ya gotta soar throat
made by a bacteria. Who cares?"
Well, back in the 1930s doctors
began noticing that epidemics of
strep were followed by epidemics of
rheumatic fever
Now. what is rheumatic fever?
It is a serious illness that usually
strikes children between the ages of
5 to 15 years old. It's most common
and long-term effect is damaged
heart valves but it can also cause arthritis and in a few cases, a
neurological disease.

BMb

Once the damage is done to the
heart valves, it is permanent. The
valve* can be replaced surgically
but they never function aa wall as
the originals
After a lot of fancy studies, it was
learned that strep somehow caused
rheumatic fever. How it causes it is
complex and still not perfectly
understood.
It is felt that the body* immune
system, that is the system that is
supposed to protect us from foreign
invaders like germs, cancer, etc...
gets geared up to fight off this strep
infection. After accomplishing this.
it gets confused and starts picking
on the person's own heart valves.
In the 1940s when antibiotics
were discovered, it was found that
strep treated with 10 days of suits
drugs or penicillin resulted in less
rheumatic fever, the rationale being
that with the help of antibiotics, the
body's immune system didn't have
to gear up as much to right off the
strep.
Doctors, in those days, didn't
have the lab facilities to culture each
sore throat, so they started treating
almost every sore throat with
penicillin and told their patients for
simplification sake that it was strep
they were treating.
After all. it was better to treat
1.000 patients with antibiotics in
order to prevent even one case of
rheumatic fever Since the patients
always recovered from their sore
throats, they concluded that the
penicillin "cured" them.
In summary, strep is just one of
several "germs" that cause sore
throats. The sore throats caused by
strep may be no worse than other
sore throats but s complication of
strep can be rheumatic fever.
Antibiotics can help to prevent this.
lir Bruce Kohernol is a staff physician at the university's Student
Health Services.

By Mark CaaapbaU
Managing editor
With education coat a climbing
skyward year after year, student* are
now. more th an ever, tryi ng to gat the
most education from their dollar.
Sometimes this requires a no-frills
approach to higher educ atioo.
Many times students can start
working to.ward a degree at a
community co&ege and then later
transfer to a university to complete
their bachelor'* degrw
In order for a student to make sure
he is taking community college rl*aaf
which are com patible wit h university
degree requir ements he m ust have his
classes review ed and com pared to the
university'a
At the university. Dr. Jack Luy.
dean of the community college
programs, is the man in charge of
comparing t hese progra ma.
Luy heads the academic support
office which is in charge of coordination and diss eroination o f information
for the univeraity's two-year
programs.
According to Luy. there are 1.400
students enrolled in the university's 38
two-year programs.
Luy said he must act as a liaison
between the university a nd the other
two-year programs in the state.
A portion of Luy s duties include
assisting tra nsfer studen ts from the
state's community colleges.

field. If the student is not compatible
with that (laid, he can sw itch majors.
Lay said eventually about 60
of the student* in two-year
tange majors and goon to
St then- four-year degree
Luy said t here ia a lot of pressure in
! degree courses because the
; is expected to take the same
aw tour ass, but in rapid
, aa compared to a four-year
major.
"It's not easy." said Lay. "I'd
venture to say that the two-year
t program is h arder.
The only d ifferance is the student
takes feat classes in a two-year
program, said Luy.
"Tbere's no difference." he said.
The faculty is the faculty of Eastern.
The ntmknil belongs to the academic

r. Jack Luy
Luy said two year programs can
have certain advantages.
One such ad vantage is t he student*
ability to "get into more of the program's major courses quickly."
Luy said the advantage is students
can avoid having to wait until their
later years in college to take many
required major courses.
According to Luy. s student who
goes straight into his major courses
can get a bet ter fed whet her or not he
will enjoy studying that particular

NEED CASH? Earn S500 each school
year. 2-4 (flexible) hoars per week placiag and filing posters oa campus.
Serious workers only; we give rscoaamendatioaa. 1400-2434679.
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-wi
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT:
Danaly L. O wens ia ava liable to practice ImmigT atioa & Nat tonality Law,
The Fourth Floor, 717 West Main
Street, Louisville. Kentucky 40202,
(502)585-3084. Member of the
American I mmigration Lawyers
Association. Kentucky law does not
certify specie Ities of legs I practice,
rwwwwwwwwwwww a »w w ■ w<HHH
PART-TIME OR FULL TIME: Earls
Suzuki and Honda is lo oldng for setup, parta and accessory aa lea pirsooe.
Male or female. Applicants should
have a Basic knowledge of motorcycles and a d esire to sell. We are will
lag to train th e right perso n. Apply to
Paul or Larry. *6, 229 Hal lie Irvine St.
623-9295.

University to host
KPA conference
The annual conference of the
Kentucky Philological Association will
be held at the Perkins Building March
2-3.
At the conference, scholars from
institutions in the state and surrounding areas will deliver talks on literarv.
linguistic and pedagogical topics.
t
Dr. Gabriella Bedelti. Dr. Alan
Bet tier. Dr. Hal Blythe. Dr. Robert
Burkhart. Dr. Glenn Carey. Dr.
Dorothy Carter. Dr. Deborah Core. Dr
Dominick Hart. Dr. Nancy Lee-Riffe.
Dr. Bonnie Plummer. Dr. Pater
Remaley. Dr. Dorothy Sutton. Dr.
Charles Sweet and Dr. Neil Wright are

among the university faculty who will
present papers at the conference.
At 4 p.m. Friday. Robert Rhode, of
Northern Kentucky University, will
present his original one-man play of
Edgar Poe.

Justice Stephens
to speak at meeting
The university will host s itajndtabte
discussion featuring Kentucky
Supreme Court Justice Robert
Stephens.
The forum will be held will at 6 p.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 28 in Room 220 of the
Perkins Building.
Stephens
will
discuss
the
administration of the state's court
system and the need for more judges

]
to ease the burden of overcrowded
court dockets.

Committee to hold
1984' poster contest
The Faculty Retreat Steering Committee of the Collage of Social and
Behavorial Sciences will sponsor a
Big Brother is Watching You poster
contest in connection with the group's
theme of "1984."

All students, faculty and stafj
members are invited to submit entries!
with the winning poster serving as the
cover of the organization's Retreat
program.
All entries should be drawn in blacty
and white and be 8'i inches b\|
11-inches.
The deadline for submitting a poster!
is noon. March 19 in Wallace 316. <
For more information concerning the
contest or the retreat, contact Dr. Jan4
Rainey at 622-1024.
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BEEF AND CHEESE ENCHILADA WITH
CHOICE OF RICE OR BEANS
MEXICAN-AMERICAN
RESTAURANT
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ACROSS FRO** CITY PARKING LOT
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Moped Rentals
244 Collins Street
Richmond. KY 40475

For further information contact:
Marilyn Bailey, adviser, 117 Donovan Annex
or call 622-1880 or 622-1872
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(606) 623-2289
"Suzuki" .
HondaJohn T. Collins
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
SPECIAL
RENT 1 MOVtSD
Get One FREE!!t

Wherever you go, from Maine to California, you're in
Dexter, USA. And Dexter takes you there in their new
sport casuals, made in the USA. Soft, mellow leathers
and flexible rubber soles make
fashion easy.

TOWNE CINEMA

Dairy Queen

■ala

Chili Dog Split
$1.29
IJainj
Queen

\

News capsule

CLASSIFIEDS
RECORDSMITH buys used rock
albums and cassettes in excellent
condition.
>wwa>wwwwwwwwwww<Hrwwwww
FOR SALE: Concert tickets for all
Rupp Arena concert* Ask for Gary at
272-0429
»wwwwwwwwwwwww»»wwwwww
IS IT TRUE yon can buy jeeps for S44
through the VS. Govern ment? Get the
facu today! Call (3121742-1142, Eat.
2553

Before Luy was made dean of
community collage programs he was
the associate dean of the College of
Apphsd Art* and Technology
Lay. a native of Wisconsin, got his
first start in education when he taught
a high school industrial arts class in
his home state.
He went back to college to finiah his
graduate wo rk and beca me interested
ia teaching at the college level. He
started working at the university in
1964
"I had some GI Bill left and I
decided I would see about graduate

J.

level work." said Lay.
Luy served in the Air Force aa ai
electronic* technician. Ha wssarada
navigator for Air Force bomber planet
"I loved it." said Luy. "I was ii
Strategic Air Command."
Luy, mat his wife Marcia. ai
assistant professor in the associat
degree in nursing program, altar b
was discharged from the Air Forci
They have been married for 27year
and have a son and daughter.
Luy's hobbies are tennis, travel an
fishing.
He and his wife have camped a
across the Un ited States and in som
European co untries.
Luy said h e learned th at whether o
not anyone understands him he wi
always spaa k his own Is nguage whe
traveling.
He learned this lesson whil
traveling in Germany. H e was lookin
for s campsite and while askin
directions he attempted to say a
English word with s German accent
Luy said the German man got
confused and finally asked him, "D
you speak English."
Luy said he and his wife ar
currently trying to organize a trip t
China
Although Luy, 51. could retire i
five years, he's not really sore h
would want to do that; however, h
would look forward to having mottime to trave 1.

Street

COM£ TO LAUGH COME TO CRY
CONE TO

OEBRA WINGER
SHIRLEY MACLAINE
JACK NICHOLSON

Dairy
Queen

« ML M M i mm m m nm.

32 oz. Big Q Shake
$1.75
Expires 2-27-84
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Donating plasma can be draining Experiences with
General Assembly
valuable to Kearns

Bj Bob Herron
Suff writer
.
It is an idea that could cross every
, students mind when he is down on
Ma luck.
A thought that come* to mind
, when he is searching through
closets, drawers or contemplating
•suing books back to the bookstore
in order to eat for on* more day.
The idea fuckers through his
mind. " maybe I'll sell plasma it
could mean at least $10."
Many times, though, something
holds him back Perhaps it is the
horror stories he has been told about
ugly bruises and sharp needles, but
when the thought flickered in my
mend it didn't go away, despite the
. storiss.
I went to the Richmond Plasma
Center, on Second Street. I signed
in ray name and read the latest
report of Acquired I mmunune Deficiency Syndome. AIDS.
After reading this. I was asked
questions on my general health and
my picture waa taken for
identification
I waa then put through e series of
tests: urinalysis, blood pressure,
weight, a protein count and a test
to determine my blood type, type A.
According to Mary Jo Wilbur.
manager of the center, part of the
reason for testing prospective
donors is to insure donors will not
' transmit a disiasi through their
donation.
Wilbur said the center cannot
take anyone who hae had any kind
of disease such as tuberculosis,
cancer or anyone under e doctor's
care. Also, no one taking of medication such aa valium or nigh blood
pressure medicine are permitted to
donate plasma.
After the tests. I was sent to e
large room with eaay chairs placed
in rows.
I waa see ted in one of these chairs
and my picture, signature and an
identification number wes placed on
the plastic bag. used to collect
blood, that hung on the side of the
chair.
6 According to Wilbur all of these
•'; waye of identification ere used to in■ .euro the safety of the donor.
Without identificetion the
chances of receiving the wrong
blood after the plasma has been
removed, the chances of ceueing
death is mcrsaaad. she said.
It all really began, when a needle
waa placed in my arm.
The process had begun and the
trouble had started.
Plasma is collected when s pint of
blood is taken from the donor and
then put in a centrifuge. This
machine spine the blood until the
plasm* and the red blood cells are
separated. The plasms is then put
into a plastic bottle and the red
blood cab an returned to the donor.
Then another pint of blood is taken
and the process is repeated. It all
takes about an hour and a half.
My first pint of Mood wes taken
without any problems and I waited
for ray cells to be returned to me.
All was fine, until things didn't go
quit* as the should have. The needle had come out of my arm and the
blood waa going to the area outside
the earn but inssde the skin, causing

Above, staff writer B ob Herron
'relaxes' In an easy chair while
donating plasma.
left, leakage escapes from the
tube as K drains into a plastic
container.
the arm to swell.
After the problem was discovered
it wes decided it would be best to
find e vein in the other arm through
which to give back my red blood
cells.
The employees, who are specifically trained for the jobs they do st the
center, were discussing how they
couldn't understand why this was
happening, that is until Wilbur saw
me move my shoulder. What s time
to catch myself with that damned
nervous twitch.
Once again the needle had moved
from the vein and my other arm
began to swell. So once again,
snother vein needed to be foundAfter finding one, and completing
the reissuance of the cells I was asked if I wanted to go on with the second pint of blood.
"Yes" I said sure that I could
keep my arm motionless for the remainder of the donation. I was
wrong.
After removing about half of a
pint of blood the needle slipped from
the vein.
This is where I decided to quit,
both my arms and my pride were
quite bruised.
Out of about 25 other donors, I
was the only one with this problem.
The guy next to me said he had been
coming to the center since it opened and he never had to be stuck
more than once each time.
According to Wilbur, cases like
mine do not happen often and they
are usually caused by e vein bein
traumatized.
A vein is traumstized when it
rebels against the foreign object (the
needle) entering it, said Wilbur.

Photos by Sean Elkins

By John Gross
Staff writer
Martha I.syne Collins should be
plesaed with her newly-ecquired staff
of judges, legislators, representatives
and student interns.
Collins has one of the university's
own students helping her out.
It mey be Ken Kearns first job in
Frankfort but it far from being his
initial position of responsibility.
Kearns hss served es s student
senator, a Hall Council president and
also as Men's Interdorm president.
He is s junior, pre-law major from
Lexington.
During his internship with the
General Assembly, he is living in
Frankfort and working for the
Legislative Research Committee.
where he is learning through first-hand
experiencs how to write bills and
resolutions, draft legislative papers
snd
tesearch
constitutions!
amendments.
"Idoslittlebitof everything.'' said
Kearns.
Kearns will receive 15 credit hours
for the internship and is working
through the political science
department.
To qualify for the internship,
students must have an overall gradepoint average of 2.8 or above and have
been involved in some type of campus
organization.
"They certainly look at grades, but
I think thst being in organizations is
really important." he said. "You have
to know how to talk and interrelate
with people."
The credit hours Kearns is earning
aren't easily gotten. He said he has
spent up to two days researching
various topics in the law library and
several long nights researching
various bills. He said this even includes taking work home with him
sometimes.
"I sure put my time into it. Sure,
there's lots to do, but it is always interesting," said Kearns.
Kearns plans to continue on into lew
school and hopee to attend the University-of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
He admits he likes civil and criminal
law, but has no definete plans for a
specific area of study.
"I have a great interest in foreign
affairs and government on e national
level." said Kearns.
"My dad said, if you don't get
involved, you don't have any reason to
complain," he said.
And involved he is.
Even though the legislature early in
early April, the interns will still be
there sfter the university has let it's
students out for the summer.
They will attend conferences and
seminars on the work they have seen
snd done during the year.
During the internship period, the
student workers receive S556 s month,
with which they pay all their personal
living expenses.
According to Dr. Paul Blknchard.
professor of political science at the
university and organizer of the program, the intern program is state

Leap Year adds extra day, some traditions and fun
Thirty day hath September.
April Jane and November.
Alt the rett have thirty-one.
February twenty-eight alone.
Except in leap year, at which time,
February i day are twenty-nine.
By Deborah Patters**
Steff writer
Leap Year Day. Feb. 29. is s dsy few
of us understand aa being anything
more than a day designed to mess up
our digital clocks
Too many of the univeraity s
student*, it's just an extra day of
Actually. Leap Year originated in
the 16th century when Pope Gregory
XIII decided to make every fourth
year consist of 966 days in order to
make the aajasjdat year more like the
11 takes 365'/4 days for the earth to
orbit the sun, thus, the one-fourth days
add up to 1 day every 4 years.
In Scotland. Leap Year Day is
anxiously anticipated by unmarried
Tradition holds that on Feb. 29 the
tables of marriage are turned and a
woman can propose to the man of her
choke. If the man refuses, he must pey
a fins.
Because of this tradition. Leap Year
Day is often referred to as "Bachelors
Whatever traditions Leap Year_Dey
may have in other countnee.it i* often
asidthatthereisaUaditionhereatthe
univeraity to use any and every excuse
far a party.
' Leap Year Day la no exception
Nancy Coop, a junior majoring in
interior design, said one Lesp Year
Day Party she went to waa
usilkeiattr mamnraHr
"At midnight on Loop Year Day's
Eva, eumjo— stood around esapiag up
end down and across the floor saying.
Happy Lsap Year It was hilarious.
It

said Coop.
Students may use Leap Year Day as
an excuse for a party, but Dr. J.
Howard Allen, dean of men. hss s good
reason to celebrate Leap Year Day.
Allen wes bom on Feb. 29.
"I always kid about the fact that I
get only one year older every four
years," said Allen.
When asked if he felt slighted as s
child becauee his birthday actually
came only once every four years, Allen

said although he never made a big deal
out of birth, lays, his mother and father
celebrated his birthday on whst would
hsve been Feb. 29 even though it
wssn't Leap Year and now he and his
wife celebrate his birthday on March
1 when it isn't Lesp Year.
Allen said one "uncanny" thing
about hsving your birthday fall on
Feb. 29 is thst when Leap Year does
roll around, your birthday is sure to be
remembered

"On Lesp Year, people from out of
my past, who never usually send me
s birthday card, will remember it on
Lesp Year Day." said Allen.
Although Allen had no comment, a
source said this will be Allen's 15th
Lesp Year B irthday.
Allen also said he enjo ys having his
birthday on Leap Year Day.

Both Allen ana >,oop agree that
Leap Year D ay is a bit u nusual and a
bit mysterious.
But regar dless of opin ions, parties
or birthdays, just as sure as presidental elections and the Oly mpics come
around every four years, so will Lesp
Year Day.
It might be a good idea for eligible
bachelor's to be on their guard this
Feb. 29.

Ken Kearns
sponsored. Every two years before the
legislature meets, students spply for
the program and a university committee screens the applicants and sends
them to Frankfort for the final cut. A
state committee of legislators, professors and judges will review each
student and select the interns.
Twelve to 15 interns are selected
from all over the st At*

"It is very competitive." said
Blanchard.
Once the interns' academic year ie
over, they will write a summary paper
on their experience and what they
hsve learned, which will be graded by
Blanchard.
"They learn s great deal about
politics, policy and the whole
legislative process." said Blanchard.
Bill Humes, a graduate student St
the university, was an intern at the
1982 legislative session held.
Humes said the internship is a
definite learning experience and would
definitely be beneficial for anyone
wanting to get a major or a minor in
political science.
"It's a good way to pick up 15
hours," he said.
Having been told, nothing ventured,
nothing gained. Kearns is venturing
out into state government and is
learning and growing because of it.
If you have a problem, call your
Congressman.... But then again, you
never know. Kearns might just answer
the phone.
Kearns ro ommate. Jo hn Rogers, is
also an aide for the Gene ral Assembly.
Rogers was a member of the
Campus Dem ocrats and the president
of the Barristers Club, s pre-lsw
organization on campus.
Both Kerns and Rogers got into the
program thro ugh the pol itical science
department a t the univers ity, with the
help of Blanc hard.
According
to
Blanchard,
applications for the prog ram are taken
during the spring semester, on the
years the leg islature is n ot in session.
The legislature meets every two

years.
All studen ts that are i nterested in
the program should watch the FYI for
more information.

Sheep herding made simple in cla$$\\
By Skerry Kaffenbarger
Staff writer
Where can a student find a class at
the university which offers practical
experience in working with cattle and
sheep?
There is a herdamanship class
offered by the Department of
Agriculture this semester which has
introduced 16 students, two of which
are women, to the practices of herd
smanship. according to Dr. Lindsey
Horn, professor of agriculture and instructor of the class.
"The way we try to design the
course If to incorporate both practical
and academic experience." said Horn.
"Wo include business and practical
application of livestock practices. "
The students in the class have
vaccinated sheep to prevent dieeases,
computed feed rations for cattle and
practiced sheep shearing.
These on-the-job practices ere put in
to affect at the university's
Meadowbrook Farm, while classroom
lastnictlfi is given once a week on
campus.
Also. Horn said be feels that the
students should be able to determine
what drugs to use to prevent disease
in livestock and bow to use these
Horn said he feels a good herdsman

should know how to perform these
practices.
"Students learn to appreciate and
understand proper care of livestock."
said Horn. "There are humane and
economic reasons involved."
The course, like the technology that
has hit the agriculture field, has changed over the years.
Horn, who is teaching it for the
seventh time, said this is just the second year sheep have been included in
the program.
"Since many of our folks today have
not had experience with sheep, we use
this course to introduce the sheep
project," said Horn. "We think they
do have a future on many farms."
After the course concludes st the
dose of the semester, the sheep will be
returned to their original owner on a
farm near Danville. The sheep were
borrowed on loan from the Danville
farmer.
The heifers used for the class will be
retained at Meadowbrook for breeding
purposes in the herd.
Most of the students in the class are
agriculture majors but it is not
necessarily limited to those majors.
"I never had worked with sheep. I
think most people in the class enjoy
working with animals they've never
worked with before." said Joe Ball, a

sophomore majoring in business and
agriculture.
"1 feel it's a really great class to get
hands-on experience in agriculture."
said Ball
Another student. Ann Kirby. said.
"I enjoy the class. I'd recommend it
to anybody who enjoys working with
cattle or sheep."
As new products are added to the
agriculture market, the class tries to
keep up with the advances in
technology, said Horn.
One such advancement, according to
Horn, is the new product Chem-Cast.
This is a newly-introduced chemical
that is used to castrate cattle.
Members of this class will be using the
chemical on the farm's new calf crop.
The course is not only limited to
cattle and sheep practices but also to
swine.
"We will work with swine in the
sense of basic treatmente and
practices," said Horn.
Clark Jackson, a freshman technical
agriculture and farm management
major said. "I like the economical and
practical emphasis that Dr. Horn
teaches along with the regular
curriculum of the class. I think this
will greatly benefit me in my future
profession of farm management.''

Photo by to> Soap.

Gary Fisher, left, and Rakih King shear a^eJteep
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Organizations
Club helps build
better relations

Association offers
medical technology,
administrative skills
By Mary Bran ham
Organizations editor
For Linda Smith, the Medical
Assisting Technology Association
(MATA) is more than just a club she's
a member of.
Smith, a sophomore medical
assisting tech nology majo r, is not only
the presiden t of the orga nization. she
is also the founder.
"Students in this degree have been
interested in starting such an
organization for a while, but they
never could, " Smith said. "I'm glad I
was able to."
According to Smith. MATA was
formed to "promote the use of medical
assistants in the medical field and to
improve the p ublic 1 elation s of medical
assistants."
She said the club is open to all the
students w ho are try ing for an
associate degree in medical assisting
technology.
There are about 50 stu dents in each
class (freshm an and sop homorel. said
Smith. The club presently has 20
members.
"The club h elps us get t o know each
other, as well as doctors, better. It also
helps us understand the field better.''
she said.
One way t he club helps members get
to know the field is by ha ving speakers
come to the meetings.
"Doctors and other medical
assistants co me in and sp eak to us. We
also invite a nyone who may help us
promote our education.'' said Smith.
Medical as sisting tech nology is a
pretty new field, according to Smith.
"We're trying to build it up." she
said. "Not many people know what
medical assisting is."
Medical a ssistants a re found in
doctors' offices and hospitals, according to Smith.
She said medical assistants have a
varied range of skills from clinical to
administrative.
"Some work behind the desk in.
doctors' offices making appointments,
doing lab work and taking tests.
Others work in hospital operating or
emergency rooms." said Smith.
Tasks a medical assistant can do
include therapeutic skills, injections,
minor surgery and treatments,
laboratory tests, emergency care,
maintain and sterilize equipment,
order medical supplies, keep records
and make a ppointments.
"Medical assistants have a wide
range of duties and must have a wide

Lexington

The club is also working on a
treasure hunt scheduled fo r next week
for members.
"It would be something for

.

Phoio by Ren Bogfs

Jeanne Murphy prepares a needle for an injection
everyone. We will have a party afterward." said Smith. "It is also a way
to gel new members."
Smith sa id she is i nterested in
expanding the club across the state.
"I know Morehead has a similar
program but I'm not sur e if they have
a departmental club." said Smith.

working at the Kali Festival, parties
and a pig roast thia semester.
The major activity for the semester
will be a trip to New Orleans for a
convention of Psi Chi clubs.
"What it is it a Psi Chi Day. All of
the Southeastern schools get together
and the officers of all of these clubs get
together. They also have graduate
students that give talks on the
requirements for their particular
graduate school." said Cos.
In order to get speakers for their
meetings, the psychology department
has a colloquium committee.
"Our department has a colloquium
committee and I am on that committee. It consists of three professors, a
graduate
student
and
an
undergraduate." said Cox. "They
bring in most of the big speakers and
take care of all the publicity for the lecture. Psi Chi brings in what is interesting to undergraduate students."
On the list of possible speakers is a
representative of the University of
Kentucky rehabilitation center.
As expected from an honorary
society, students are expected to maintain an above average grade-point
average.
"You must have a 3.0 to get into Psi
Chi. You must also have taken six
hours of psychology courses and be
enrolled for three more." said Cox.
A problem for the psychology
honorary has been its lifelong membership. A $25 fee ensures a student of a
lifetime membership.
"A problem with Psi Chi is that you
are a member for life and a lot of
people, once they are inducted, will
stop coming to the meetings." said
Cox.
"A lot of the time we have
Psychology Club members who are.
more active than the Psi Chi members..
They j ust do not have the G PA to be
in Psi Chi." added Cox.
Although the Psychology Club is a'
separate organization, the two clubs
work closely together. Membership in
the Psychology Club requires only an
interest in the field.
Those interested in the psychology
field who attain a bachelor's Jiglf ,
can make use of that degree in various
ways.
According to Watkins. bachelor's
degrees in psychology can be used
alongside business degrees. Personnel
training and management are araae
dealing with practical psychology.

By Alan White
Staff writer
For the psychology student with the
right amount of ambition to attain
above average grades, the university
offers Psi Chi.
Psi Chi is an honorary established to
guide psychology majors through
their years of college and direct
students after graduation.
Psi Chi. under the guidance of Dr.
William Watkins. professor of
psychology at the university, works
with the students in order to form a
better student-teacher relationship.
"What he is really good at is telling
us things that we can get from the
faculty." said Terri Cox. president of
the honorary. "Like, if they have extra
money coming in he will let ua know
about that and he is just kind of a
mediator between the club and the
faculty. It give us a chance to talk with
the faculty and they come to our
parties."
According to Cox. psychology
majors are sometimes faced with the
problem of what direction to take after
graduation.
i
Many psychology majors pursue
graduate school but Psi Chi tries to
provide alternatives to that route.
"What we try to do is to get
students to understand that there are
things that students can do with their
bachelor's. We have programs to let
them know that there are other things
besides graduate school." said Cox. a
psychology major from Covington.
"Most of the people that I know
have left Psi Chi to go on to graduate
school." added Cox.
Activities for the club include

range of ski Us. both ad ministrative
and clinical.'' she said.
Smith said students en rolled in the
medical assi sting techno logy field at
the universit y get experi ence through
clinicals in Richmond. Berea and
"Everybody gets experience in labs,
operating an d emergenc y rooms on a
rotation basis through the program."
she said.
The organiz ation offers an added bit
of education, but that isn' t all it offers,
according to Smith.
"Besides the education. 1 think it
would be good to consider on a resume.
Members ca n get a feeli ng of success
from it by getting to know their
friends and m eeting docto rs." she said.
"We see how doctors and other
medical assistants consider medical
assistants." she added.
According to Smith, so me members
get jobs by talking w ith doctors
through the club.
Because the club is open only to
students who are going for an
associate deg ree. Smith s aid the club
may experience some difficulty in
keeping mem bers and o fficers.
"We need more freshmen to be
involved for officers." said Smith.
"Right now. we are trying to get
freshmen int erested in th e program so
they can advance as officers."

••■

"If they don't have a club such as
ours, we want to try to get one
started." she added.
Students are also eligible for
membership in regional and state
clubs such a s the Ameri can Medical
Association and the American
Association for Medical Assistants.

English honorary breathes life into literary classics
By Angela MrCord
Staff writer
Remember how boring the great
lilerarv classics were for some of us to
read? '
Well, the Sigma Kpsilon chapter of
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
Honorary, breathes life into the
literary classics.
Each year the organization sponsors
a literary banquet. The themes are
centered around various periods in
history.
Students research the periods and
organize a program, prepare foods and
dress up in costumes of thai era. said
Dr. Dorothy Sulton. professor of
English at the university and adviser
to the organization.

Last year, ihe theme was Geoffrey
Chaucer author of The Cantebury
Tales and the period surrounding the
18th century.
This year, the theme is F. Scott
K'itzgerald and the Roaring '20s. said
Sulton.
Sutton said the group is not a service organization.
"It is a way for students who are interested in language and literature to
meet in professors' homes and get to
know ihem." said Sutton.
The monthly meetings are informal
and activities such as reading poetry,
showing slides of different periods and
eating chili or potluck suppers
highlight the gatherings, she said.
Another organizational project is

"The local fee is used for food and
decorations for the banquet." he said.
Freshman.
sophomores
and
graduate students may take part in
the organization but they are given
associate membership status, said
Sutton.
STD was organized at the university
in the 50s but the chapter later
became inactive. 11 was revived in the
early '70s and there are now 22
members.
The initial letters of STD symbolizes
sincerity, truth and design, according
to Sutton

providing punch and cookies for the
cast after some university theatrical
performances, she said.
The requirements for joining Sigma
Tau Delta are a cumulative gradepoint average of 3.0. a love of literature
and language and a junior or senior
classification.
An initiation is held at the beginning of the year for new members. Sutton said.
Joining students must pay a $10
national fee and a $7.50 local fee. said
Mike Connelly, the secretary/treasurer
of the group.
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Club members learn
about medical field
BjrMarjr!
Orgaaixatiou editor
For student* interested in medical
laboratory work, the university offers
a dub Just for them.
The Medical Technology Medical
Laboratory Technician* Club ia open
to students "interested in medical
technology. People that are undeclared
or in the major itself are eligible for
membership," said Vicki Woodard,
president of the club.
"We have 35 membeis now. We are
more or lees open to who wants to
come to the meetings," said Woodard.
According to her, although the club
is interested in new members, it is not
doing anything in the form of a
membership drive.
The club's main purpose is to
educate interested students in the field
of medical technology.
"Medical technologists can work for
Private labs or hospitals." said
-Ward. "They can do all the tests
that a doctor orders, such as blood
typing blood tests and bacteria
cultures."
"The club tries to give prospective
medical technologists an idee of what
they may be going into, to let them see
what medical technology is all about,"
she added.
To give members an idea of what the
field is all about, the club takes tours
of medical and clinical laboratories.
"We plan on taking a tour of Good
Samaritan'a clinical laboratory, Pattie
A. Clay Hospital and the Central Kentucky Blood Center." said Woodard.
"We get an idea of the technical
aspect aa well as salaries and things
like that." said Woodard.
The club will open the meetings up
for the university during National
Medical Lab Week April 9-14.
According to Woodard, speakers
associated with the field of medical
technology will come in and talk about
the field during the open house session
of that weak.
"People who haven't decided on a
major can come out to see if they may
be interested." she said.
She said the open house will probably be Wednesday. April II.
Abo during Lab Week, the club is
sponsoring a poster contest Members
will make posters that have to do with
medical or laboratory technology with
the best entrant receiving a prise.
"The prise will be something useful
like a medical dictionary, ' said
Woodard.
According to Woodard. the Medical
Technology-Medical Laboratory

Business
stressed
by club

Technicians Club has bean at the
university for about seven years.
The club is primarily aimed at
educating future medical laboratory
technologiata and doesn't have many
social activitiss. according to
Woodard.

By Greg Hi nton
Staff writer
One group on campus has, as you
might ssy, gotten down to business for
over half a ce ntury.
The univers ity's busine ss honorsry.
Sigma Tau Pi. has helped b ring serious
students from the College of Business
together on both a socia 1 and professional level for 58 years.
"Sigma Tau Pi began in 1926 making it the old est student organization
on campus," said Dr. Fred Engles.
faculty sponsor since 1959. "It is a
local organiz ation, there are no other
chapters in the nation."

"It may be that a bunch of us get
together and talk but no set social
activities are scheduled," she said.
The club doss work on a service
project, however.
"We are collecting stuff for the
Hospitality House in Lexington." she
said. "Stuff includes canned goods
and household items for people the
facility serves.
The club is also encouraging
members to attend the state convention of medical technicians in Paducsh.

High stepping

"We try to encourage members to
join the American Association for
Medical
Technologiata."
said
Woodard.

The Little Colonels, the university drill team, performed recently between the men's and women's home basketball games..
The team will be performing at both of the final home games scheduled for tonight and Saturday. They can be seen dancing
to "Break my Stride" and "I Get Excited" between 6:45 and 7 p.m. between the men's and women's games those nights.
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Campus Clips
Become a Mentor
You can make a difference.
Incoming freshmen are often a bit
anxious and unaware of what they are
getting into.
The Mentor program matches
students (sophomore and above) with
incoming freshmen to aid ia helping
these freshmen in becoming adjusted
and oriented to all aspects of college
life.
Hsvs an influence on someone who
needs you. For more information,
contact the Student Association office
at 622-1724.

New ROTC offered

Air Force ROTC ia now available to
interested university students through
the University of Kentucky.
You may qualify to become an Air
Force pilot, navigator or missile launch
officer regardless of your academic
major. Opportunities also exist in
other professional areas.
All cadets receive s non-taxable
subsistence allowance each academic
month and may be qualified to receive
available scholarships
Classes meet from one to three days
per week at UK. Car pooling is
svsilsble.
For more information, call collect
and ask for Captain George (606)

257-1681. or Captain Balluch (606)
267-7117.

Soul food day held
The Black Student Union and the
University Food Service will be
sponsoring a "Soul Food Day" between 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and 4:30
p.m.-6:30 p.m. Feb. 29 during the
regular lunch and dinner hours, respectively, in the Powell Building
Csfeteria.
The menu will consist of fried
chicken, pork ribs. coUard greens,
blsckeyed pess. cornbresd. grits and
more.
Tha price of meals depends on how
much you want to eat.

Co-ops discussed
The university's psychology department will present Dr. John Lezotti. the
state consultant from the Office of
Education for Exceptional Children
serving rural special education
cooperatives.
He will discuss how the co-ops
operate and the services they provide.
The program will be held at 6 p.m.
today in Cammack 228. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Writer to speak
The celebration of Black History

Month st the university will climax at
8 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 29. in Brock
Auditorium.
At this time, "one of America's
leading black poets, suthors and
playwrights.'' Sonia Sanchez, will
speak. Her topic will be "The Black
Woman in the Liberation Struggle."
The program is sponsored by the
Black Student Union.

Fascism to be topic
Dr. Andrew Targowski. the author
of Red Fascism: The Polish Revolution
in I960, will present s lecture/discussion on "Computing for Freedom, my
experience in Poland,'' st 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 28 in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
The discussion is sponsored by the
CIRUNA club. Everyone is invited to
attend.

Peak Week scheduled
The annual Pike's Peak Week will be
held Feb. 27 through March 1.
Scheduled events include:
Feb. 27-6 p.m. Bowling Tournament for sororities at the Powell
Building lanes.
Feb. 28-6 p.m. Dream Girl Pageant
at the Brock Auditorium. Twelve girls
out of 36 will be chosen to go on the
group's 1984-85 calendar.

Feb. 29-6-8 p.m. The second annual
"Men for the Ladies" male dance
review at J. Sutlers Mill.
March 1 - Time to be announced.
Pool tournament for all fraternities in
the Powell Building.

Campus Clips
Any university organization
interested in submitting an announcement concerning a planned activity
should submit them to The Eastern
Progress office located at 117 Donovan
Annex.
All copy should be typed, doublespaced, and turned in no later than
noon on Monday before the date of
publication.
A name and a phone number of
whom to contact should be included.

Softball meeting held
The
Office
of IntramuralRecreational Sports will hold a soft ball
organizational meeting at 9 p.m..
March 7 in the Grise Room.
Team entry deadline is 4:30 p.m.
March 7.
Complete details may be obtained
between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday at Begley 202.
If more information is needed,
contact Joe Bentley or I.one Gunner
at 622-1244.

The minim um requirements to join
the Sigma Tau Pi are to be a
sophomore m ajoring in b usiness with
s 3.2 or high er grade-poin t average, according to R egina Burton. president of
Sigma Tau Pi.
On the professional level, the
benefits of being a member of the
society go further than just passing
the strict requirements to join.
Sigma Tau Pi hosts gu est speakers
from differen t types of bu sinesses and
organizations throughout the semester
that explain job opportu nities in their
fields.
A guest th st is schedu led to speak
to the society Feb. 27 is Carolyn
Carpenter, a representative of the
Internal Revenue Service.
The society also sponso rs a scholarship. To be eli gible for the scholarship,
a faculty member must recommend
the student for consideration. The
student must also submi t reasons as
to why he fee Is he deserve s to win the
award.
"Other cri teria that is considered is
the student's participation in the
society's activities and their gradepoint average." said Burton.
Some of the other activities the
society have sponsored are selling
peanuts at football games for the
United Way and social gatherings,
such as pizza parties and banquets.
These kind of activitie s allows the
students get to know the other
students that are in their major or
minor, according to Burton.
"There are presently about 100
members in the society and usually
about 60 are present at a ctivities. We
would like more eligible students to
join and those thst are already
members to become more active," said
Burton.
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fry Amy's new croissant breakfast!
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Introducing Arby's new
croissant breakfast. We take a
flaky, fresh French croissant,
slice it and serve it toasty warm
with your choice of delicious
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Arts/Entertainment

Performers make
The Caretaker*

Dancing
Lessons

By Aadrsa Crider
Art. editor

Although the plot and dialogue are
absurd, the university theatre
department's production of Harold
Pinter's The Caretaker generates a
moving experience.
The performers really bring the
characters to life and make the
audience feet as if they are sitting in
the room with the characters and
interacting with them.
The play, written in an absurd vein
takes place in a house in west London
in 1960.
At first glance, the set looks like the
one used as the house in the television
show San ford and Son.
Junk is collected all over the place
and it looks like it would be impossible to live under the hideous
conditions.
But someone does live'here and he's
bringing home a guest.
Marshall Crawford plays Aston, a
man in his late 30s who saved an old
man named Davies. played by Pepper
Stebbins. from getting into a fight.
The two have just met but this
doesn't stop Aston from inviting the
old man to stay at his flat so he doesn't
have to sleep out in the weather.
Not much information is learned
about the characters at this time or
throughout the play. A lot of details
are left up to the imagination.
Aston leaves the flat the next
morning, trusting Davies so much that
he leaves him there while he is gone.
While Aston is away, his brother
Mick, played by Richard R. Benson,
drops by the flat and discovers Davies.

Luckily for the^HnmanlTatorr
comes back before Mick is too rough
on him.
The rest of the play deals with the
interaction between these three
characters.
Crawford pu ts in an excellent perfor~ mxnce as the slow but trusting Aston.
The delivery of his short off-the-wall
remarks invoked laughter while
Crawford's soliloquy in Act II. telling
why he lives in the flat, brought tears
to the eyes.
Stebbins once again repeats the
wonderful performances that he has
become known for in other theatre
department roles.
The character of Davies could have
been lost on someone who could not
handle the mannerisms of a nasty old
man.
Stebbins not only accomplished this
but managed to make the audience fed
sorry for this scoundrel, who is alone
and unwanted.
Benson's portrayal of Mick, the
younger brother who took care of his
older brother, was very good.
He made the character out to be the
heavy. He cared for his brother, but
not enough to stay with him.
Benson's greatest asset to the part
is his voice, which he uses to display
his authority.
The set design, done by Keith
Johnson, was once again superb. He
uses a unique assortment of junk
against a background that looks like
a wall in a condemned housing project

kardjob.

Pepper Stebbins as Davies
to set the mood.
The lighting effects also added
depth to the scene changes.
Janet Harreld's costumes, from
Micks flashy leather jacket to Davies'
filthy long underwear, fit the time
frame very well.
The play direction waa very well

Photo by Sew Efcmt

done. It's just the play that's
sometime hard to follow.
The Caretaker, directed by Dr.
Richard Benson, will run through
Saturday. Feb. 25 at Gifford Theatre
in the Campbell Building. All performances start at 7:30 p.m For ticket information call 622-1323.

•am the money,
mother happy.
ud establish
the children.
I fathers ever think
about aQ the little stuff that they have
to put up with when they become the
proud daddies.
Most man want boys for their first
child, but my Dad was different. He
wanted a little gut
I never really asked him why. but I
think that the reason was because he
didn't think that ha would ever have
a daughter.
You see. male genes were the promt
neat ones in both my Mom and Dad's
family.
Well anyway. Dad got his wish. He
had a daughter. If he knew what he
was in for. I don't know if he would
have been aa happy.
It's* rule that every time a little girl
is born, a apace is made for her in the
, dancing school to her house.
There was so much excitement at
my house the day of my first recital,
it felt like Christmas.
But the one that was the most
excited waa my Dad He was so proud.
His little girl would be on stage in
front of the whole school dancing up
a storm.
He beamed for weeks and told
everybody about the recital. I was
really excited that my Mom and Dad
were so proud.

McLean returns to school to design sets for Pinter play
By Greg Hinton
Staff writer
Karen McLean couldn t stay away
from school for long.
The December graduate of the
university's theatre department has
relumed to assist Keith Johnson with
set designing.
McLean graduated last year with a
double major in theatre and English to
go along with her high school teaching
, certificate.
Originally. McLean majored in
English and minored in theatre, when
her intentions were to teach elementary school after graduation.
Her junior year she found that the

theatre sparked enough interest and
fulfillment to warrant turning her
minor into a second major.
McLean said she had planned to
teach in Crawfordsville. Ind., where
her parents live, although she
preferred to pursue a career in the
theatre.
Johnson offered McLean the
opportunity of assisting him with set
design, giving her more experience in
the theatre and allowing him to spend
more time with other students.
Although McLean receives no
college credit or payment for her
efforts, she receives prsctical
experience that can be added to her

portfolio.
Johnson recognized McLean's
potential theatrical abilities when she
was his student in his set design class.
"1 enjoy what I am doing, money is
not that important. I love just being
around the theatre whether designing
a set or acting." said McLean. "To see
my own work on stage during a
performance is a real boost in selfesteem."
She received a nomination for the
I ream Ryan Scholarship for her performance in All My Sons.
Unfortunately, the nomination was
sent to the theatre department during
Christmas break. When McLean

IThe Goldfish: Pucker up and
. make like a goldfish. Repeat
10 times in bathtub.

returned to the university and found
out about the nomination, she hsd
only three weeks to prepare a
six-minute act and to make travel
arrangements to go to Virginia for the
competition.
She did not feel that three weeks was
an adequate amount of time to prepare
an act and secure the needed finances
to pursue the scholarship and was
forced to give up the opportunity.

After this semester. McLean is
planning to attend graduate school at
either Illinois State University.
Indiana University or the University
of Cincinnati. She found that these
schools have very reputable theatrical
departments.
McLean has acted in All My Sont
and The Boom Boom Room besides being the assistant director for The Key
Exchange.
'

Soon attar 1 started taking dancing
lessons. Dana, my little sister, decided that aha wanted to dance toe.
Soon both of us were dancing our
feet off doing at least three dances a
recital.
This lead to three costumes we had
to buy. Dad said aa long aa wa liked
it, ha would buy ths costumes and pay
for the lessons.
And there he waa. sitting proudly in
the audience, smiling widely every
time Dana or I was on stage.
Ha did. however, seem to be losing
interest with the other dancers.
Thay weren't little and cute
anymore, just a group of snotty-nosed
little kida who didna know their left
foot from their right.
He said it was always the same. One
kid would know the dance, and the
others would stare at her the whole
time, while they tried to figure out
what to do with their hat.
Then, one of the other girls can to
dancing school and told the rest of us
that aha waa taking private lessons.
Dad still smiled and came to the
recitals, leaving occasionally to smoke
a cigarette when Dana and I weren't
dancing
Dad didn't mind the dancing that
much, but the kicker came whan one
of the mothers decided that her
daughter could not only dance, bet
sing.
Every time that there waa a recitial.
Kelly Kerwin would sing her rendition
of / Shot the Sheriff.
Dad had a fit. Ha couldn't believe
that Kelly sang that song. The firat
time wasn't so bad. but for the next
three years, every time wa danced.
Kelly-sang.
That's when Dad quit coming.
Shooting the sheriff got to him. Ha
would turn off the radio whan that
song would come on, and whan we
would ask hum to corns to the recitals,
ha would use Kelly as a defense.
Finally. Dana and I both quit
dancing, but wall never forget the
time Mom and Dad spent watching us
dancing and being glad that wa didn't
want to sing.
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Pep Band
performs
for teams

'Name of the Rose'
best seller for Eco
By Dr. Ire!

- football games.

According to Robert Belser. assistant director of bands, the pep band
is a complete different organisation
from the Marching Maroons.
He said it's s higher professional
organisation and members get paid for
being in it. which is rare for most
colleges.
Although it isn't necessary to be a
member of the marching band to be in
the pep band, it so happens that this
year all of the pep members are Mar' ching Maroons.
There are also two pep bands with
15 members each.
Belser said that he would like to see
these numbers increase in the next few
years.
The two b ends rotate. One playing
at one home game and th e other band
. playing at th e next bom e game.
. • The reason for this is because it is
so hard to get 30 people together to
work in the s hot time the band has to
practice, ace ording to Belser.
Being a musk major isn't required
to be in the pep band, but right now.
it is 80 percent music majors.
There are several different types of
.music performed by the band ranging
from rock-n roll to jazz to Spanish.
Some of the songs that are played are
Memory, from the broad way musical
."Cats."/* the Mood Take the A Train,
jOne o 'clock Two o 'clock jump. Eye of
the Tiger and several fight songs,
'however. BirtUand seems to be the
band's favorite.
"I would like to teach them some
Michael Jackson songs," said Belser.
"Because they have such a good beat.
.' There are certain rock songs though
that can't be done because of the
smallness of the group."
;.atflHiii|ti Bel—r is in charge of the
j| band, it is graduate assistants Marcia
I," ILaird and Bob I_.ivir.good who
S* schedule the four practices that take
' - place before the basketball season
f. starts.
*•
In order to be in the pep band, one
• 1 must go-to trypttta and auditions that
>* are publicized by signs. Then one must
t* play for Belser. The ones that he
!• thinks are the best become members
v,

%

HALES

OFFICE SUPPLY

Photo by to Soap

Members of th* Pep Band perform during home games
of the band.
The band plays before the games, at
timeouts, at halftime and after the
game.
"I think the fans enjoy the last game
songs best. Everyone likes music and
it is nice to hear tunes while one is leaving," said Belser.
The fans do enjoy the pep band.
"I think they are pretty good.'' said
sophomore Charlie Fritze. "I usually
sit by them so that I can join in with
them. They make the game really
interesting."
The band also leads the crowd into
spirit.
"I think they add spirit to the game
and get the crowd going with the
cheers." said sophomore April Rader.
"It brings spirit to the game and
gets everybody all excited when they
play those peppy songs." said
sophomore Julie Smith.
Being in the pep band is prideful.
"There is just as much competition

between two bands as there is between
two teams." said Belser. "And I think
ours is one of the best.
"Our purpose is to entertain and to
help the team - to let them know that
we are behind them." said Belser.

in the Marching Maroons. Kelley has
s different story.
"I came down for Music
Opportunity Day which happens twice
a year in the spring. I was auditioning
for a music scholarship. I had met this
guy who was a freshman here at
Foster Camp and he asked me to set
in on the pep band. I really enjoyed it
so I joined it. I would have gone to the

The appreciation between the band
and team is mutual.
"It is definitely s supplement to the
player, said basketball player Dave
Dixon "It is nice to know thst they
are out there supporting us."

ball games anyway because I like
basketball." said Kelley.

"The last game we played was
Youngs town It helped get them fired
up. It is subconscience. I think." said
tuba player Bridget Dunaway.
"I hope that they are encouraged by
us and consider us a booster.
Especially when we play a song like
Eye of the Tiger," said trumpet player
Blaine Kelley
Although most of the players
became interested in the pep band
either from high school or from being

The future of the pep band lies in
Belser s hands and he has many plans
for it.
Right now. the pep band wears
t shirts that say "EKU Pep Band"
and Belser wants to have maroon
vests worn over the white shirts.
Belser also wants to have a bass
guitar and an electric piano.
Belser s greatest dream for the band
though is. "I would like to see the
chance that the pep band could go to
an away game and play.'' said Belser.

Dance Theatre debuts tonight
By Andrea Crider
Arts editor
Eastern Da nee Theatre will present
its spring concert tonight through
Feb. n.
The program, titled 'Chutes and
Ladders, will be performed at 8 p.m.
in Brock Auditorium.
Virginia J inks, adviser to the group
and instruct or of dance, said that the
performance will consist of basic
modern dance and jazz pieces.
"We will be doing 10 pieces using
approximately 26 student dancers,"
she said.

The group will perform four pieces
from last spring's concert that are
called Graffiti Flashback and Carol
Shima. ar t director of the group, has
choreographed Set Alike, a modern
ballet set to the music o f Vangelis.
As an ext ra attraction. Mandala, a
musical group from Berea, will be
playing during the intermissions
tonight and Friday.

danced to by members of the theatre.
Jinks said all members of the university community are invited.
Tickets fo r the peifu.il. snees are $2
at the door a nd SI for eh ildren 12 and
under.
Advanced tickets are $ 1.75 and can
be obtained by calling 622-1901.
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popularity of Umberto Eco's The
Name of the Rote since its original
publication la 1980.
IU ingenuous plot of the lurid
murders of seven members of a 14th
century religious community, and its
equally ingenuous solutions by a
follower of Roger Bacon, are
undeniably a gift to the spirit, soul or
whatever we are willing to talk about
in human experience besides physical
sensation
Above all. the mystery at the center
of events that happen like an earthquake to the small religious
community in northern Italy in 1327.
is the one incredible, yet logical,
ingenuity that most gloriously
delights the imagination of those who
read the novel.
But enjoyment of the workings of
Eco's mind and his language cannot
alone explain the book's continued
appeal.
Aft*r all. readers know the secret tt
the center of the maze only after
reading the novel. (No one I know has
bean scoundrel enough to give it
■way.l
Ita appeal must lie elsewhere then.
One colleague suggested the pure
status-symbol value of a best-seller.
But the explanation most likely to me
is ita quality of infinite variety - that
divinely comic view of the world of
human beings.
The plot is fundamentally a murder
mystery, with the English detective
• friar William of Baakerville as mastermind detective. He has aa inept assistant. Adso of Bavaria.
There are many false dues, some
deliberate obstructions, many
suspects and finally an unpredictable
culprit.
The novel ia also a bildungsroman,
a personal account of the coming to
maturity of the Novice Adso.
William's scribe and disciple In Italy,
the youngster is viewed aa a barbarian
from one of those aavage tribes up
north (Bavaria).
Readers hurt for his hurts and grieve
for his lost trustfulness and innocence.
The plot ia theological conflict as
well, part of a knotty juncture in the
history of the development of Catholic
theology and ecclesiastical policy.
Conflicts concern the status of
poverty aa a church doctrine aa wall as
the whole question of heresy and the
Inquisition.
Moat infinitely various of all are the
act of characters, aa complex a collec-

They will also be play ing for one of
the pieces.
Piper, an original composition by
group membe r Martin Sw inger, will be
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lion of personalities as the abbey they
inhabit. Members of the monastic
community encounter one another in
the chapel, where exits, entrances, and
whispered messages add an undercurrent to the orderly and routine worship
of God: in the library, when theft,
stealthy explorations and sudden
aggression occur amidst the plodding
drudgery of manuscript copying.
Members of the monastic community encounter the outside world only in
the kitchen on the ground floor of the
library, where all worldly transactions
- legally by day and surreptitiously st
night.
The novel's characters operate in all
three locales with varying degrees of
flexibility and adaptability.
Thomas of Baskervilie is the electee
tive in the multi-murder mystery, hero
in the historical novel, champion of
humanity in the church's attempt to
control thought and as anomaly
among the Dominicans who began the
Inquisition.
William, with Adso following, moves
easily among reformers, scribes, phnr
mscists. librarians, friars, bishops always curious and aided by his
remarkable newly invented spectacles.
Every writer must control and unify
such a fictional account of a "ship of
fools'" world and Eco does that with
two images that dominate the novel.
The rose, in its traditional beauty
and mystery, is a symbol to the novice
Adso. through whose diary we know
what happened at the abbey in the
seven days of the seven bizarre
murders.
The other image is the library,
intricately structured by a pattern of
symbolic numbers into a labyrinthine
msze.
The building houses s treasure of
thousands of precious, laboriouslyproduced ancient manuscripts, often
the only copies in existence.
The library has been the central
focus of the abbey's life and its
principle reason for existing.
The book's enormous popularity is
due to an underground, pass-it-on
message, moving from reader to
reader, such aa we aee for mysteries,
fantasies and science fiction.
Those students lucky enough to
have had Eco for a teacher expected
the qualities they found and began its
popular reception.
For in the end. the mystery in The
Name of the Rote ia solved and the
solution revealed - while remaining a
mystery.
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Its sheer delight to the human

By Becky Clark
Staff writer
.. iq the northeastern corner of
. Alumni Coliseum site 15 people that
' could be the biggest boosters of the
university's basketball teams.
And if nothing else, they are the
>loudest.
. They are members of the pep band.
The pep band has been the teams'
vocal supporter since at least 1977.
One of the misconceptions of the pep
, .band is that it is the same as the'
Marching M aroons. which performs at
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Sports

Road trip fatal to Colonels
as team falls from OVC lead

Winning
streak
Stopped

Borr

By

Many people say that history
>eant repeat itself, but M
just aak Dr.
Diaane Murphy about that.
Coming into laat week's games, her
women s basketball team had just
three victories In 29 tries against
Tennessee Tech and
Middle

By
Editor
With three consecutive win* under
their belts, vision* of making the post
season conference playoff still danced
in their heads.
However, the man's basketball team
waa rudely brought back to reality
when it traveled to Tennessee to take
on two Ohio Valley Conference foes.
Teaaweeee Tech Goidea Eagles 61
Beaten Ky. Ciloaila 44
The last time the Golden Eagles of
Tennessee Tech entered the Alumni
Coliseum complex, both teems were
just beginning OVC play.
Last Thursday, the Golden Eagles
had two key advantages - a mission
and the home crowd.
While the Colonels were struggling
just to reach the top four of the OVC
Tennessee Tech was fighting with
Morehead State for the regular season
championship and the right to host the
post-season tournament.
On this night, it was all Tennessee
Tech as the home team rolled to the 17pomt win.
According to Coach Max Good, his
team's poor shooting and the Tech's
good defense contributed to the loss.
"We just didn't shoot the ball well."
said Good. "We shot 30 percent from
the floor and 40 percent from the foul
line. We just didn't shoot the ball well.
"But Tech did play good defense."
said Good.
The Colonels connected on just 18 of
58 shots from the floor and eight of 20
attempts from the charity stripe.
.Although his team made only 13
tunrovers in the contest. Good felt the
players were a bit tentative in
attacking the Golden Eagle zone.
"I think I dwell some much on not
turning the ball over that I think we
played to keep from making mistakes
instead of just going ahead and
playing." said Good. "They were
playing too carefully."
Good said there were a couple bright
points in the loss, however.
' The 13 rebounds by center John
Primm and Kenny Wilson's 11 points
both pleased the coach.
"He (Wilson) seems to be regaining
his confidence." said Good. "He's
beginning to stick the jumper again."
* For the winning Golden Eagles.
■Stephen Kite was the high scorer with
2l points, which is just one point
•higher than he scored against the Col*onels in their earlier meeting.
Middle Tenn Blue Raider. 64
^Eastern Ky. Colonels 61
. The Blue Raiders had a score to
'settle with the Colonels Saturday
night in the Monte Hale Arena.
'- The Colonels defeated the team from
Ihe Volunteer State earlier this I

_M*.

10 by Mir* Clmptwtt

Kenny Wilson hits the boards
in Alumni Coliseum.
The visiting Colonels hung tough
most of the game as the host school
didn't seize the lead for good until the
final minute of play.
Good said the team had a threepoint lead with just under three
minutes to play when disaster struck.
"We took a shot we shouldn't have
taken and we had two offensive fouls
that really killed us." said Good. "I
think maybe we lost our confidence a
little
"That's really the first time this
season where we had the lead like that
and lost it." said Good.
Reserve Leon Isaac scored four
points in the final minute to seal the
Colonels' fate.
After shooting poorly on Thursday,
the Colonels came back to shoot 57
percent from the floor and 62 percent
from the floor.
The Colonels were led in scoring by
freshman Antonio Parris. who had 26
points, and Primm. who added 12
points to go along with his 16
rahounda

RusseU Smith led the winners, who
went to 3-8 in the OVC and 10-14
overall, with 26 points. LaRae Davis,
who was the team's leading scorer
before suffering an injury that kept
him out of the earlier contest with the
Colonels, chipped in with 16 points,
see
The Colonels return for its final two
home games tonight and Saturday.
According to Good, preparing for
Murray State, tonight'a opponent, end
Austin Peay. which invades Saturday,
presents a unique problem.
"Murray State will sit back in a sone
and let you shoot the ball, but you'll
only get one shot." said Good. "But
Austin Peay will put pressure on you
all over the court."
Murray is currently in third place in
the OVC with a 7-4 mark after handily
beating Youngstown State Saturday
by 21 points.
On the other hand. Austin Peay is
sitting in the OVC cellar.
Eastern is currently tied with
Middle Tennessee for sixth place with
3-8 records,

Being tied with both teams for first
place in the Ohio Valley Conference
mads last week's contests much more
important than normal
However, history would come beck
to haunt Murphy's team aa it lost two
tough contests to the Tennessee
schools.
Tie
Tech Goidea Eagles tl
Eastern Ky. ColoeeU 78
The visiting Colonels overcame a
five-point halftime deficit to take the
game into overtime only to lose by
three points.
"It was probably one of the most
writing women'a collage games I've
ever been associated with, said Murphy. "Unfortunately, we came up on
the short end of the stick."
Murphy said her team didn't play a
good first half but it came back and
turned in a "phenomenal 18 minutes
of play in the second half."
The Colonels had an eight-point lead
with over two minutes to play but
couldn't hold on to the lead.
"We played well enough to win."
said Murphy. "But we choked."
The Colonels were plagued with foul
trouble as Lisa Goodin, Margy
Shelton. Tins Cottle and Loretta Pat*
were all disqualified via the foul route.
Ironically, during Tech's 62-51 win
over the Colonels Jan. 12, the losers
also had four players to foul out.
For the winning Tennessee Tech
team, it was Chriateen Move's 25
points and Tonie Edwards 21 points
that led the way to victory.
The Colonels got its usual one-two
scoring punch from Cottle and Goodin.
Cottle collected 23 points and
Goodin added 22 points.
"I was very pleased with Lias's and
Tina's play." said Murphy. "When
Tina fouled out. it really hurt us."
In their 18 meetings, the Colonels
have come away with just s lone
victory.
Middle Tennessee Lady Raider. 78
Eastern Ky. Ceeaneto 58

The Colonial didn't recover from
their tough loaa Thursday aa they
suffered their worst lose of the season
against Middle Tenneeaea.
The Saturday night massacre in
Murfraaaboie. Tenn.. af. but destroyed
the Colonela chance at claiming the
OVC crown.
The contest was a complete
turnaround from the earlier mailing,
which was won by the Colonels aaVtt.
In that coo teat, the Colonels slowed
the con teat down with its defense and
neutralized the inside gams of the
Lady Raiders.
The Lady Raiders of Coach Larry
Inman had five players hit double
digits as they improved their league
record to »-2. which is good enough for
sole possession of the conference lead.
' 1 thought wed gotten over the loss
to Tech but I guess we hadn't." said
Murphy.
Middle Tennessee did
everything they needed to do to win
and we did nothing.
"We didn't do anything to help
ourselves," said Murphy.
Jennifer McFall lead the way with
17 points and Cyndi Allen and Holly
Hoover both added 16 points.
The Colonels were led by Goodin s
15 points and Sbelton'a 12 points.
The loss dropped the Colonels out of
a first-place tie with Middle Tennessee
and Tennessee Tech and into a thirdplace tie with Morehead State.
Murphy's team now has a 7-4 OVC
record and a 14-10 overall slate.

With juet three games remaining,
the Colonels are all but assured of an
OVC tournament berth: however.
Murphy doesn't want to settle for
"Like Lias Goodin aoid Saturday
night, if we thought we had pressure
then, we've really got pi ■•aura now.
said Murphy. "We have to win all
three game*. We've got to."
Murphy also said this weak
tics in preparation is critical.
"Thia week is the turning point of
our season." said Murphy. "All they
have to do is what wa tell them, or at
leant, attempt to."
e • •
The laat homeetand of the season f or
the Colonels gets underway tonight aa
the loam entertains the Lady Racers
of Murray State.
After the 5 p.m. contest Thursday
against Murray State, the Lady Govs
of Austin Pesy will invade Alumni Col
iaeum on Saturday.
The Austin Peay game will mark the
last home appearance of senior guards
Karen Evans. Freda Hagan and
Goodin.
"I don't know what we're going to
do without them next season." said
Murphy. "They have been our program tar the last four years."
The three seniors will be honored
prior to the 5 p.m. Austin Peey i
test Saturday.

High school swimming meet
to be held at university pool
Over 600 high schoolers will converge on the Don Combs Natatorium
in Alumni Coliseum this weekend as
the university hosts the Kentucky
State High School Swimming and Diving Championships.
According to Tim Cahill. assistant
swim coach for the university and
coordinator of the meet, action will
begin at 10:30 a.m. Friday and will
continue until Saturday afternoon.
The university will host the aquatic
championships for the fifth consecutive year.
Cahill said 43 girla teams and 44

boys team* will compete at the meet.
"The meet serves to help the Richmond community and the university
to recruit perspective students," said
Dan Lichty. coach of the university's
swimming team.
Cahill said his Model High School
teams should be in the running for the
team titles.
. .
"Model's boys hsvs s good shot at
being in the top five and the girla could
finiah in the top 10." said Cahill.
Admission will be charged to spectators. Adult tickets will cost $2. while
students will be admitted for $1,."
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Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.
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Kentucky sweeps
invitational meet
By Ala. White

surr wikw

- The university'■ tennis twm, cornis* c« of • three-rr*Uh loeina; stretch,
I s fourth-place finish in touraction over the three-day
Natter • charge Friday by rtslaaHiia
Indiana State's Deryl WhiUey 6-2. 6-0.
In the semifinals. Clements defeated
Miami's ToddLeeson by scores of 6-3.
6-4.
Oemente suffered his first loss of
the —eon in singles when he lost to
Kentucky's Paul Varga 4-«. 7-6.6-1 in
the finals of the top flight.
Todd Wise, the No. 2 Natter, follow
ed Clement's win in the opening round

d
too
!**.■
•A*L
Begley of
lUinots £*
State "**

BriM

In the aawiifinala. Wise jifialiil
Pete PerrotU of West Virgmia 7-6.6-3.
However, he too. lost in the finals
Wiee loot to Kentucky's Pat McGee
6-3. 6-1.
Western Kentucky's Scott Underwood lost to Na 3 Natter Chrie Brown
3-6. 6-2. 6-4 in the first round.
Brown then defeated West
Virginia's Keith Caaterhn 6-2. 6-4 in
the semis.
The final match had Brown losing to
yet another Wildcat This time it was
by a 6-3. 7-6 margin to Andy Jackson.
The opening round momentum ended though whan West Virginia's Rob
Sheets downed Chris Smith 6-4. 7-6.
The Netters Brian Marcum fell to
Miami of Ohio's Murray Bonnetto 6-4.
6-4 at the No. 5 position.
And Bord Gundersson of Murray
State defeated Rob Lundegard 76.6-3.

In doublaa action, the undefeated
Clemente-Wleo duo kept its streak
•live with ■ 64. 6-2 victory over
Waatern'a Matt Fonee and Jeff Bur
ton in the first round
In thai n ilfliiili.thaNetterduolost
to the Wast Virgins team of Joey
Chambers end Mike Moore by ecores
of 6-2. 6-7. 64.
The Netters Brown and Smith
defeated the University of Kentucky s
Mark Bailey and John Wateon 6-2.4-6.
7-6.
The semifinals saw Brown and
Smith lose to Waatern'a Hector Huartea and Mike Hauton 64. 7-6.
Miami's John Peering and Bruce
Ward defeated the MarcumLundegard team 1-6. 64. 6-2.
On paper, the Netters faired better
during Saturday's consolstlon round
action.
Smith soundly defeated Indiana
State's Tom Sutton 60. 60. In the
finale of the consolation round. Smith
lost to Burton 7-5. 64.
Murray's John Brunner shut out
Marcum 6-1. 7-6.
Lundegard defeated Indiana States
Dave Satka 64). 6-2. In the finals, he
lost 5-7.6-2.6-2 to Miami's Mike Way.
In the consolation round of the
doubles action, the Netters No. 3
doubles team of Marcum and
Lundegerd defeated Illinois State's
John Metxger and Mike Rellihsn 61.
6-4 However, the duo lost in the finals
6-7. 64. 64 to Wast Virginia's Rob
Sheets and Billy Ball
Overall, the Natters finished fourth
behind Kentucky. West Virginia and
Murray State by winning 11 of its 24

Weekend matches
net poor results

Photo by R«» Botji

Chris Brown (left) and

Chris Smith

"I'm satisfied with how we did. But
I feK we could have been finalist in No
1 and 2 doubles I'm just kind of glad
its over. We had a lot of match play.

There were 36 matches on Fridsy snd
36 mstches on Saturday, said Netters
coach Tom H iggins, who se team will
play Louisvi lie Saturday.

By A tea White
Staff writer
Despite several doss mstches. the
university's woman's tennis team was
unable to put together a win last
weekend in Ohio.
On Friday, the Lady Netters managed just s Ions victory against Ohio
State University.
At the number two singles spot.
Claudia Porris defeated Kris Colgaxier
6-7. 7*. 60.
In other singles action. Ohio State
did not pull a punch.
Kathy Coleman defeated Chris
Halbauer 7-6. 64 at the top position.
Number three Susan Wilson was
downed by Becky Webb 7-6. 6-3.
Laurs Hesselbrook fell to Sheds
Ohlson 6-2. 6-1.
Cathy Brown defeated Bsckis Mark
61.6-0.
And Linda Saunby beat Jesnnie
Waldron 6-3. 61 in the final singles
match.
In doubles competition, the teem of
Coleman snd Colglszier defeated
Halbauer snd Kristi Spsngenberg 241.
7-6. 6-2.
Porris snd Waldron fell to Koran
and Saunby 64.6-2.. while the WebbOhlson duo defeated Wilson snd Mark
61. 6-3.
On Saturday, the Lady Netters
traveled to Miami (of Ohio) University and once again Porris pulled out the
only victory for the team.
She defeated Miami's Anna Van
Walleghen 6-7. 6-1. 7-5.
The rest of the singles action was s
rerun of the previous dey's mstches.
Halbauer was defeated by Cathy
Lowe 64. 6-2. Wilson fell to Vicki

Women break 10 school records at Illinois meet

By Thames Burr
Easter
The women's indoor track team had
its most productive weekend of the
year while the men's team tuned up of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The women set 10 school records in
the Illinois Invitations] Saturday.
"I think it was the bast indoor
women's meet I've ever been to. "said
assistant coach Brian Andrews.
Pam Ragun lad the way by setting
two school records snd qualifying for
the National Collegiate Athletic
AsSQCJatioa indoor championships
She set s record in the 660-yard run
by finishing fourth with a time of
MS. 18.
- And Ragbn's tints of 2:32.67 was
good enough to Qualify for the NCAA

finals set for March 9-10 in Syracuse.
N.Y.
Rose Gilmore also broke two

She placed fifth in the 60-yard dash
in a time of 7 06 seconds and eighth in
the 300-yard run with a clocking of
36.83 seconds.
Maria PazarenUoe also set a pair of
school records.
The senior came in third in the onemils in s record time of 4:51.17 and
sixth in the two-mils st 10:41.3.
"Maria is running very well." said
Coach Rick Erdmann.
Anna Stewart waa the third runner
to set two records.
She plarsTf second in the long jump
with a leap of 18 feet and eighth in the
triple jump with a 33-feet-3-inch

nerformsnee.
Clarissa Gregory broke her own
school record in the A 40-yard run when
she turned in s time of 56.92 seconds,
which was good enough for sixth place.
The final school mark to fall was in
the 600-yard run where Merilyn
Johnson clocked in with s time of
1:27.18. which was good enough for
eighth place.
Although the team didn't earn a
first-place showing, it did finish
seventh out of 16 schools.
While the women were running
around in Illinois, the men traveled to
Cohimbus. Ohio, to participate in its

final meet
mMi before
h.fnr» the
th. OVC
championships.
In the Ohio State meet. Stan Pringle
had s second-place showing in the
300-meter dash (34.80 seconds) snd s
third-place finish in the 60-meter dash
(6.40 seconds!
Lsrry White hsd second-piece
finishes in both the long jump snd the
triple jump events.
In the 60-meter high hurdles. Sam
Bailey was second with s time of 7.44
seconds.
Juan Mosby had a time of 49.6
seconds in the 400-meter run. which
wss good enough for third piece.

***
The women will tske the weekend
off: however, the men must trevel to
Murfreesboro. Tenn., for the OVC
championships

"Middle Tennessee is the fevorite."
said Erdmann of the host school snd
the defending champion.
Erdmann said the Tennessee school
hsd s big advantage in hosting the
finals.
"It really is an advantage to host an
indoor track meet. It's s lot like the
home court advantage in basketball."
said Erdmann. "But we hope to finish
in the top three."

Shields 63.62. Don Voelker defeated
Spsngenberg 63.64. Hesselbrook fell
to Sara Seed 46. 7-6. 7-5. Jill Joslin
scored with o win over Beckie Mark
The doubles play wss also a repeat
of Friday's performance.
Halbauer and Spangenbsrg fell to
VsnWsileghen sndsiSelds 6 2. 63.
The team of Porris snd Waldron was
defeated by Lowe snd Voelker 63.60.
And Joslin and Seed scored an essy
6-1.61 victory over Wilson snd Mark
Cosch Ssndy Martin felt the team's
lack of playing time had a lot to do
with the team's results in Ohio.
"We lost some mstches I felt thst
we probably would have won hsd we
hsd s little more competitive
experience. I think that we are iust not
competition tough yet." said Martin.
"We practice and practice, they're
working their strokes snd thst kind of
thing, but it's a different story to practice a drill snd to be in the real situs
tion and to have to apply whst you
hsve practiced
Martin said she hopes to remedy
that by altering practice sessions.
" From now on in practice, we'll still
spend some time on drills but we are
going to work on competitive situations." said Martin
The coach hoped thst the psst
weekend would be helpful in the near
future.
" It was helpful this weekend to pisy
back to back like that for our tournament this weekend." said Martin.
Although Porris wss the only winner of he weekend. Martin noted the
closeness of some of the mstches.
"You can see some of the close sets
thst we lost. Cleudis Porris wss our
only double winner. She won her
singles mstches for both dsys which
turned out to be the only mstch thst
we won for both dsys. And both of
her's went three sets. She played some
real tough competition." said Martin.
"I fed like we are going to spend a
little more time on our shot selection
snd our patience in making that shot."
said Martin.
This weekend is tournament time for
the Lady Netters ss they face teams
from Miami University. West
Virginia, Southern Illinois. Illinois
Stste. University of Kentucky.
University of Louisville and Wake
Forest in their EKU Invitational.
The tournament will run from Friday through Sunday in the Adams
Building.
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Why wait to start your nursing career? the Air
Force has a special program (or 1984 BSN's. If
selected, you can enter Air Force active duty
soon after graduation — without waiting for the
results, of your State Boards.
To apply, you must have an overall "B"
average and meet other basic officer entry requirements.
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air
Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to
prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll
have serving your country as an Air Force nurse
professional. For more information, contact:
Contact MSgt Bob Smith at Km. 901.
100 E Via* St. Lsssiftea. KY 40607
or call collect 008-255-2861
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Citizens
oppose
disposal
proposal
(Continued from Page 1)
Betsy Ney. ■ Madison County
native, asked questions th at were common of many of the spea kers.
"Are we be ing put in d angers here
we don't understand?" she asked.
"What is going to be released from
this incinerator?" Ney questioned. "I
know what they are goi ng to tell us.
But what is going to be r eleased in the
air?'
"Will there be residue? What will
happen to ou r cattle gra in? What will
happen to ou r vegetation ?"
Other questions and comments
regarded alternatives to the Army's
plan.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky .
told the residents "Madison County
was not goin g to be mad e into a dumping ground for chemical weapons."
He said as a member of the Armed
Services Commmittce and senior
member of the committee's investigative subcommittee he would
not permit it and furthermore he
would explor e alternativ es.
Hopkins di scussed the possiblity of
a mobile inci nerator.
"Private industry said they could
make a mobi le incinerato r that could
come here, do the job and move to
another site." he said.
Harry Moberly Jr.. state representative from R ichmond. su ggested shipping the gas to facilities located in an
isolated area.
The Army already has two similiar
facilities in Toole. Utah an d Umatilla,
Ore.
Charles Coy. a Richmond lawyer,
said he felt th ere were alternatives to
the plan, but didn't offer any
"Rut I submit to you. sir. that there

Advisory board completes
first academic year of work

Photo by Mart Campbcf

U.S. Army Capt. Chris King at hearing
is no questi on but that. Each of the
speakers (representing the Army) is
preconditioned and predisposed
toward the construction of an incinerator disposal system," he said.
Coy noted that one of the Army's
representati ves, Roux, said the
workers at th e plant woul d be wearing
protective clothing.
"My question, sir. is wh at about the
other 53.000 of us?" said Coy. "Will
we be issued the protec live clothing
for the dura tiorfj^
Capt. Chris King, project en-

vironmental coodinator for the Army,
said the purp ose of the en vironmental
impact statement is to explore
alternatives.
Roux made it clear no decision has
been made by the Army regarding the
incinerator.
"The message we're trying to get
across is that our minds a re not made
up."
The environ mental imp act study is
scheduled to be ready by the end of
June.

by Jay Carey
Staff writer
After considerable growth in tat
program, th* Cooperative Education
Advisory Committee was formed in
1963 to make recommendations to promote Cooperative Education at the
university.
Cooperative education provides the
student with an opportunity to bland
theory with practice which results in
a balanced education, according to
Ken Noah, director of the program.
The College of Education became
the last collage to expand into the
Cooperative Education Program,
according to Noah.
When we got so big and went to all
nine colleges, we needed an advisory
board." Noah said.
So Noah and hia office want about
recruiting possible members from the
surrounding business communities.
The committee has representatives
from Richmond. Berea. Irvine.
Lexington and Frankfort.
These include business proaeaaionali
from industries, banks, the military
and all three levels of government.
"Our first year was tremendous
learning year for all of us." said Noah.
Most of the work completed during
the committee's first year were
executed in sub-committees, ssid
Noah.
These subcommittees were formed
to discuss ways of getting the university and employers communicating
better, and to decide what reasons
students have for not choosing
cooperative education.
But perhaps the biggest accomplishment for its first year has been the
establishment of a cooperative student
loan fund to assist students through
until they receive their first paycheck.
"Students have come to me and said
'I don't have the money to get
started." said Noah. "Many were
denying themselves a golden learning
opportunity."
The loan is to help the student get
settled down with food and shelter and
to help the student survive until he

gets paid, according to the director.
He said when a student accepts a job
in a location other than his hometown,
they must provide their food and housing which many can't afford.
Noah said the board meets occasionally to plan and discuss future
endeavors.
"We have official meetings three
times a year at the beginning of every
semester," said Noah.
Noah is the secretary for the 30
member committee. Of the remaining
members. 24 represent the business
community, two are members of the
university's administration staff and
the final four seats are equally divided between faculty members and
students.
The student body is represented by

Registration for classes
just around the corner
By Keith Howard
Staff writer
Remember the long lines thst took
up all of your time this semester
during late registration?
Remember how you finally got
through two hours of total misery only
to hear a lady say. "I'm sorry but this
class is closed."
Well, the spring semester isn't even
half over and thoughts of registration
are beginning to dance in the heads of
students and registration workers.
"In less than a month, students will
be able to register for their classes here
at Eastern." said Jill Allgier. the
university's assistant registrar. "Of
the continuing students here on campus. 90 percent are expected to preregister between April 2 through May
4.
"The only penalties for not preregistering are the long lines and the
chance that the classes the student
wishes to take may be closed." said
Allgier.
As most students know, there are
certain
advantage* to early
registration.
"It is to the advantage of the
student to pre-register because the
student has the opportunity to get the
classes he want* before they can be
closed, said Allgier It also save* the
student from the terribly long lines
that await him during late registration
and
this
saves
him
great
discouragement."

Strong, Lovell to face felony charges in trial
(Continued from Page II
to lesser mis demeanor ch arges. Brewer
pleaded guilty to misconduct of a
public officia I and Hendr icks pleaded
guilty to aidi ng and abet ting a public
official.
Both were placed on two-year
probation, ord ered to pay $500 in fines
and required to work four hours a week
for one year for the Rich mond Parks
and Recreation Department.
The first t rial of Stron g and Lovell
ended in a h ung jury.
According to Special Prosecutor
Harlan Veal, the decision as to

whether Brewer and Hendricks will
testify in the new trial ' 'hasn't been
made yet. one way or another."
A new trial date was se t by Special
Judge Caswell Lane in October.
Lane sched uled Jan. 24. 1984. as the
new date.
Lane also denied a request from
William Scalf. Strong's attorney,
asking for a change of venue in the
case.
According to Scalf. pre-trial
publicity would hinder his client's
ability to race ive a fair tria 1 in Madison
County.

Strong later hired Giles Black to
represents him in the trial.
Due to the change of attorneys.
Lane grante d a delay in t he trial, until
Feb. 27.
Lane said Black needed the extra
time to study the transcripts of the
previous tri al.

The last motion made in the case to
date waa issued last week whan Lane
denied a request from Black for
separate trials for the two defendant*
Veal said he expects the trial to last
about four days.
If convicted, the two could face •
prison term of one to five yean..
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Allgier said students should take a
few minutes before trying to register
to read their schedule booklets.
"For ease in registering, it would be
helpful to the student to take the time
to read the instructions in the schedule
book and on hia trial schedule form.
Certain courses require signatures,
such as courses that are pass/fail credit
or are higher level course*," said
Allgier. " If the student took the time
to read the instructions, it would save
him a lot of trouble as well as an extra
trip that wasn't needed."
When the university went to its
computerized registration system last
year, it made everyone eligible for early registration.
"All students regardless of their
G PA will be allowed to pre-regUter for
the forthcoming semesters." 'said
Allgier.
She also said that students will be
allowed to register for Interase*ian
and the summer and fall semesters at
the same time. Phia. students must only make one trip to their advisers fbr
all three sessions of school, according
to Allgier.
"Continuing
undergraduate
student* can pick up their
demographic sheets starting March
19. the Monday after Spring Break,
•aid Allgier. "The sheet* can be obtained in Room 219 of the Combs
Building."
The schedule book should be
available by March 19.
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open house hours? Overbearing RA's?

ESCAPE!!
TRY

the president of Student Association
and the editor of The Eastern
Progress,
i•
Noah said members donate thentime and effort* to the program and
receive no financial reimbursement for
their participation.
"We're very fortunate to have a man
like Tony Whiuker as chairman." said
Noah. "He gives the time it takes and
has indicated to the rest of the
committee that he really wants to
help."
Whitaker is the president of the
First Federal Saving* and Loan
Association in Richmond.
Willie Curtis, project director for the
USDA Forest Service in Berea. is the
Advisory Committee's vice chairman.
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